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A Study on Steel and Irion Enterprises Green
Supply Chain Motivation

Xueling Nie, Xiaolin Zhu,Baozhi Zhang
School of Business Administration University of Science and Technology Liaoning Anshan, China

Abstract—In order to ensure the green supply chain
management of the steel enterprise in china implemented
effectively, a motivation contract was put forward to encourage
the members of the supply chain to implement "green"
reformation actively. The model based on principal-agent
theory and contract theory was built to distinguish members
who has really reformed, and analyse the effect of the
contract on supply chain members' expectation profits and
efficiency. Results show that the motivation contract can not
only distinguish the true "green" reformer, but also can
inspires supply chain members to carry out "green" reform
effectively. The steel enterprise in china can construct green
supply chain system with this model.

Index Terms—steel enterprise, green supply chain,
motivation，contract

I. INTRODUCTION

It is an effective way to cope with environmental
degradation and energy crisis for steel enterprise that
implements green supply chain management. But the green
supply chain's construction is based on all the members of
green supply chain who have the same supply chain strategic
objectives,attach the importance to environment protection,
and make their actions consistent with other members.
Failure to do this, the green supply chain construction will
be idle.The most amount of trouble for implementing green
supply chain management includes the interest conflict of
members and the goal incompatibility. Especially for the
steel enterprise with serious pollution, the additional costs
for environmental protection will always not be burden for
the members of supply chain.It has been a hard problem for
implementing green supply chain management that how to
make member enterprises take environmental protection as
the common goal, take activities with environment factor,
and maximize the overall efficiency.

As we known, the motivation theory tells us that a
suitable motivation system can inspire supply chain
members to implement the "green" reform. So, it is
necessary to construct a motivation system to settle the
problem above. In particular, the steel enterprise can make a
contract with supply chain members to inspire "green"
reform and constrain environment pollution.

I. Description of Green Supply Chain Motivation Model

There are two supply chain management models used by
steel enterprises. One is that the enterprise will invest ,
merger or conroll the down-stream enterprises, turn the
external problems into the internal problems, and implement
green supply chain management by head office's overall

control, which is an integrative management model. The
other is as follows. The enterprise will realize the member
coordination and controlling by the power of leader, but the
members still have autonomy in management,which is a
mutual independent model.

No matter which model the enterprise select, the steel
enterprise must cut pollution and implement green supply
chain management based on contracts and rules, the steel
enterprise also must establish supply chain green
environmental protection rules and contracts to control and
coordinate other member enterprises , and achieve
environmental protection goal. This paper established an
steel enterprise green supply chain motivation model, which
depended on the principal-agent theory and contract theory.
the models are described as below:

 Assume that there are "n" steel distributors belonged
to two different types, and the 1st type distributors
will be with higher administrative efficiency and full
awareness of environmental protection, and be able
to carry out "green" reforming in green supply chain
environmental protection request. On the contrary,
the second type distributors will be with lower
efficiency and lack of awareness of environmental
protection, and can not finish the "green" reforming
initially. The paper makes " i " represents the type of
the distributors, 2,1i . " 1 " represents the 1st
type,and " 2 " represents the second type.

 The steel suppliers will only know %100 1
distributors belongs to type 1 , %100 2 distributors
belongs to type 2 , and 121  .But the steel
suppliers will be not able to distinguish what type
each distributor belongs to, for it's private
information.

 Assume that x represents the investments in "green"
reforming, which is the steel consumers' evaluation
for distributor's investments in "green"
reforming.Since the modern consumers now attach
great importance to the steel's environmental
protection character, then we may consider steel
demands as a increasing function depend on x .To
aid study, it assumes that demand function is a
Linear deterministic random demand function,
which can be describe as  qxQ . " q " is a
constant, representing "green" investment influence
coefficient, 0q , "  " represents the random
demands caused by other uncertainties, whose
meaning is "0", and the variance is " 2 ".

http://www.iciba.com/influence/
http://www.iciba.com/coefficient/
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 "Green" cost is related to distributor's type and
"green" investments. For the same type distributors,
the more they invests in "green" reforming , the
more cost they will increase. In order to achieve the
same "green" reforming result, the type 1
distributors will cost less than type 2 distributors,
which means the type 1 distributors have higher
efficiency than type 2, so they have lower unit cost.
This condition is called Spence-Mirrlees condition[1],
it's a key condition to distinguish the effective
information[1]. It assumes the distributors "green"
cost function is 2),( xkxiC i . ik represents cost

coefficient, 2,1i , 21 kk  .

 " r " represents the retail price of "green" steel, and
it is decided by steel supplier. " c " represents the
unit produce cost of "green" steel that is provided by
supplier. " w " represents wholesale price of "green"
steel that is provided by distributors, cwr  .

 Assumes that steel supplier and distributors are risk-
neutral

 The steel supplier hold a leading post in setting
contract, so the distributors can only select
acceptance or rejection.

 The distributors' retaining profits are " b ", which
represents distributors' opportunity cost of contract
acceptance.

 The steel supplier will give a certain compensation
and motivation to the distributors to inspire them to
implement "green" reforming actively. Assume that
steel supplier adopts a linear transfer payment
contract ),( 0ii Qa to motivate the distributor. it is

)( 0iii QQaT  . " iT " represents the total
transfer payments that the supplier gives the
distributors." iQ0 " represents the lowest sales level
that type " i " distributors must reach to get
compensation and motivation. " ia " represents the
unit transfer payments that supplier pays to the
distributors whose sales more than iQ0 （ If the

sales less than iQ0 , it represents negative transfer
payments), 2,1i .

II. The Model in Integrative Management Model

In this model, the supply chain take the steel supplier as
coordination and controlling core, then the type of
distributor will be public information. There is no
information asymmetry problem, so the supply profits will
be

])[(])[( 2
222

2
111, xkQcrnxkQcrnjsc  

（1）
Its expectation profits will be
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For " 0/,  ijsc xE " ， the supply chain optimal

"green" investments will be " iji kqcrx 2/)(,  , 2,1i ",

and supply expectation profits will be
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III. THE MODEL IN INDEPENDENT MANAGEMENT MODEL

A Information Symmetry Condition

In information symmetry condition, steel supplier

knows all distributors' information, so the type of

distributors " i " is a known constant , 2,1i ,and the

supplier' s profits function is
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Distributors' profits function of Type i can be described

as

iiifbi TxkQwr  2
, )( （5）

So the expectation profits of supplier and distributors will
be
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To maximize the profits, when 0/ ,,  fifbi xE ,

only to satisfy the condition below can type i distributors get

optimal "green" investments, means that it must satisfy

incentive-compatibility constraint.

（IC） q
k
awrx

i

i
fi 2,


 2,1i （8）

According to （ 8), the distributors' optimal "green"
investments are in direct proportion to "green" investment
influence coefficient and unit transfer payments, and in
inverse proportion to cost coefficient

To ensure distributors to accept the contract, the

distributors' profits must be no less than their retaining

profits " b ", which means it must satisfy individual

rationality constraint.
（IR）  bifiifiifi Qqxaxkqxwr )()( 0,

2
,, , 2,1i （9）

So the problem the steel supplier faced with is how to
maximize the expectation profits while satisfying the
incentive-compatibility constraint and individual rationality
constraint. We can draw the conclusion below after
computing it.
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http://www.iciba.com/effective/
http://www.iciba.com/coefficient/
http://www.iciba.com/acceptance/
http://www.iciba.com/or/
http://www.iciba.com/opportunity/
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under the above rules, type i distributors' optimal

"green" investments are " ifi kqcrx 2/)(,  ", and the

expectation profits are " b ". Steel supplier's expectation

profits are

]4/)[( 22
2

1
,





  bi
i

ifsc kqcrnE  , 2,1i （12）

The whole supply chain expectation profits are
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 , 2,1i （13）
All of above show that in information symmetry

condition, no matter what type the distributors belong to,
they only can get the retaining profits. The additional profits
of supply chain caused by increasing efficiency will be got
by the steel supplier.

B Information Asymmetry Condition
In real business operation, usually the steel supplier will

not know the type of the distributor, due to information
asymmetry.To distinguish the real type of the distributors,
the steel supplier may design a series of contract

),( 011 Qa , ),( 022 Qa , ),( 033 Qa ……. This paper only have
two different type of distributors, and its type space is

），（ 21 . According to Myerson revelation principle[2], signal
space is same to type space ），（ 21 , the configuration function
is ),( 011 Qa and ),( 022 Qa , and it will lure distributors to
say the real type. Now to solve the concrete form of the
configuration function.

Assume that in the above contract, type i distributors'

"green" investments are aix , , and the supplier's expectation

profits function will be
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Type i distributors' expectation profits function is
)()( 0,

2
,,, iaiiaiiaiabi QqxaxkqxwrE  （15）

Distributors are independent of supplier, so this contract
must satisfy incentive-compatibility constraint, similar to
（8), and it can be concluded that
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Similar to （ 4), to ensure distributors accepting the
contract, it must satisfy distributors' individual rationality
constraint.
（IRi）

 biaiiaiiai Qqxaxkqxwr )()( 0,
2
,, （17）

To ensure distributors not lying about their type, the
contract must satisfy separeting equilibrium condition, that
is incentive-compatibility constraint.
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Equation （ 18 ） ensure type 1 distributors not being
active in pretending that they are type 2, and equation
（ 19 ） ensure type 2 distributors not being active in
pretending that they are type 2

To inspire distributors to implement "green" reforming
actively, and enhance supply chain competitiveness, the
expectation profits of type 1 distributors should be more
than the profits of type 2.
（IC5） aaaa qxwrQqxaxkqxwr ,201,11

2
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So the problem the steel supplier faced with is how to
maximize the expectation profits while satisfy （ 16 ），

（17），（18），（19），（20） .We can draw the
conclusion as below after computing it.
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In above supply chain contract, the distributors' optimal
"green" investments will be

Type 1: q
k
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Type 2:
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The supplier's expectation profits are

asasas EnEnE ,22,11,   （27）
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The distributors' expectation profits are
Type 1:
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http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=5TF3*%1F:m&tjType=sentence&style=&t=configuration+function
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Type 2:
 babE ,2 （31）

The supply chain expectation profits are

ascascasc EnEnE ,22,11,   （32）
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IV. The Analysis of Model

According to analysis above, contrasting the result in
information asymmetry condition with in information
symmetry condition, we can draw the conclusion as below:

 Distributors will not fulfil their environmental
obligations conscientiously, for it will increase costs.
Motivation measures should be taken to encourage
the distributors to fulfil contract conscientiously. It
is shown in the model that

)()( ,, ifiiai kxkx  , 2,1i , which means that

the distributors' "green" investments in information
asymmetry condition are less than in information
symmetry condition.

 In information asymmetry condition, the expectation
profits of supplier will be reduced .The reasons are
as follows. On one hand, distributors will not fulfil
environmental contract, so the optimal supply chain
profits can't be achieve. On the other hand, some
certain profits must be payed to distributors, if they
want the distributors be able to fulfil the contract
initially.It is shown in the model that

fsas EE ,, 
. It indicates that the suppliers'

expectation profits in information asymmetry
condition will be less than in information symmetry
condition.

 In information asymmetry condition, although more
investments will be caused by distributors' initial
contract fulfilling, the distributors' profits will be
increased, because of the supplier's motivation and
compensation, which will make distributors get
maximum benefit from contract.It is shown in the

model that
 babiE , , 2,1i . It indicates

that in information asymmetry condition, the
distributors' expectation profits are more than in
information symmetry condition. It will be observed

from asE ,1
that the information rent of type 1 is

2
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, it is the profit
which supplier must pay to distributors, that make
the distributors tell truth.

 The distributors who have not fulfil the contract,
after a comparative analysis, will find the

distributors who have fulfiled contract will be able
to get more profits.Then they will decide to fulfil the
contract in next period, and the motivation will
come off. It will encourage distributors to strengthen
"green" reforming, build up environmental
consciousness, and enhance the whole supply chain
competitiveness. It is shown in model that

abab EE ,2,1  .

 jscfscasc EEE ,,,  , it indicates supply
chain expectation profits are system optimal profits.
The efficiency of the supply chain will be lost in
information asymmetry condition, and the supply
chain expectation profits are less than in information
symmetry condition.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The research results indicated that, in information
asymmetry condition, a linear transfer payment contract can
encourage supply chain members to show its true type, but
compared with in information symmetry condition, the
investments in "green" reforming will be less, therefor the
expectation profits of steel enterprise and the efficiencies of
supply chain will be lower. To make supply chain members
tell truth, they must be payed more expectation profits in
information asymmetry condition than in information
symmetry condition.
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Improved algorithm for automatic text summary
based on weight of sentence

Yajuan Tang, Dexian Zhang, Lin Yang
School of Information Science and Engineering, Henan University of Technology, Zhengzhou, China

Abstract— Although automatic text summary based on the
weight of sentence has achieved great development and
advancement, the study on the improved algorithm of
automatic text summary based on the weight of sentence is
still inadequate, and there are some problems in the process
of generating automatic text summary must be resolved.
This paper aims to provide better technical support for the
use of automatic text summary by analyzing improved
method.

Index Terms—sentence weight, automatic summary,
improved algorithm

I. INTRODUCTION

Since automatic text summary appeared from the mid-
twentieth century, it has made a great deal of
development and progress. However, there are still some
flaws and problems in the process of generating
summary automatically by the computer since the
generation of automatic text summary now is generally
based on understanding information, selecting the main
information data and generating automatic text summary.
During the specific operation, the summaries generated
by computer can’t properly reflect full main ideas and
key content in the entire article owing to failing to nicely
analyze and calculate actual weights of sentences in the
entire article.

When we calculate the weight of the sentences in the
process of generating automatic text summary, although
we consider the comparison and analysis of the similarity
between the sentences, some factors like the position
sentence appears in the article and their representative
are frequently overlooked. However, these factors may
have a profound impact. At the same time, there are
some indicative words and other words sometimes in the
content which may be selected as theme data of the
summary. In many processes of generating automatic
text summary, the feature of indicative words still fails to
be taken full advantage of. This article provides better
technical support to use automatic text summary through
the analysis of its improved method.

II. THE ALGORITHM FLOW OF AUTOMATIC TEXT
SUMMARY

A. The idea of generating automatic text summary
The operation process of automatic text summary

algorithm can be regarded as an extraction and selection

process for some statements after integrated and carried
out in accordance with the importance of sentence
alignment. A kind of computer algorithm called
LexRank is widely used in the processing of generating
the automatic text summary. On the basis of analyzing
each statement in articles and presenting them with
graphics, it studies the weight of these statements. In the
whole process, always throughout this algorithm process
principle: if there is one sentence similar with more
sentences at the same time, then, we can consider it as a
sentence with a relatively high degree of importance in
the text. So, it may be considered into the category of the
summary [1].

B. The process of automatic text summary algorithm
What is most widely used in the process of dealing

with automatically generating text summary is vector
space model. This model has been successfully applied
to the famous text retrieval system named SMART[2]. It
mainly presents text content and the deal query process
as vector and .

On the basis of the assumption that there is a certain
commonality about information data between text
statements, compare the angle deviation from text
content vector and deal query process vector so to
calculate smoothly the search on keyword in the process
of presenting conversion by computer. Generally, we
obtain critical information by calculating cosine formula
of the angle between the two vectors:

（1）

Among them: is the product of text content
vector and deal query process vector; is the modulus
of vector d2; is the modulus of vector q. These vectors
are shown in “Fig. 1”.

Figure 1. Vector relations
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The modulus of vector is obtained by the following
formula:

（2）

Among them: vector d is .

（3）

Among them: is the frequency phrase t appears in
the document d(a local parameter); is a
inverse document frequency(a global parameter); is
the total number of files in the file set; is the
number of files containing phrase t.

The cosine similarity between text content vector dj
and deal query process vector q is calculated by the
following formula:

（4）

In a simple phrase computing model, the weight of
phrase does not include global parameters, but count on
the number of phrase appearance simply: [3].
The basic process shown in “Fig. 2”.

Figure 2. The basic process

III.THE METHOD OF SENTENCE WEIGHT
CALCULATION

A. Method One
On judging the importance of the sentences in articles,

compare the degree of importance of sentences according
to the analysis for location features of sentences appear
in the article, keywords features, similarity of article title
and sentences and directive features. Each sentence is
expressed as T =｛Tl，T2，…，Tn｝. Among them, Ti

represents the weight of each sentence. Express Ti as Ti=
｛til，ti2，…，tim｝ using weight formula. Among them,
tij represents the weight information of keywords
constituting a sentence. The greater the weight of each
sentence in the article is, the stronger the relationship
between sentences and topics is. On the contrary, the
smaller the weight of each sentence in the article is, the
weaker the relationship between sentences and topics is.
In the way of specifying a range, find out a few of
sentences which have the strongest relationship with the

content of article from these sentences to form a
summary of the main content[4] .

B. Method Two
In the specific calculation process, we can also

calculate the matrix of degree of similarity in the article
statement in the first place, then, calculate the specific
weighting factor of individual statements in the article
using computer algorithms of LexRank. The main
calculation process is shown in “Fig. 3”.

Figure3. The main calculation process

Generally speaking, it is a very important influence for
the generation of automatic summary where the
sentences appear in the content. We can judge
importance of the sentences in articles according to
whether there has regularity for the scope of the
sentences appearing, location of sentences appearing,
whether the words are capitalized and whether the
sentences appear as title. Special keywords in articles can
be obtained according to the most basic elements like
time, place or person in the article as the retrieve
information for generating the summary. We can judge
whether the sentence about time characteristics which
appear in the content can be key statement according to
their position in the article. If it is appeared in the first
segment, so we can select it as a key statement.
Character is generally selected as key word. The
occurrence of different events is in connection with
different participants. Therefore, statement character is
different, so articles will automatically generate different
keywords. Since the importance of location is about the
same with character, the sentences including location are
currently selected as key statement too.
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sentence structure
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Indicative phrase
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IV. IMPROVED ALGORITHM FOR AUTOMATIC
TEXT SUMMARY BASED ON WEIGHT OF

SENTENCE

In the course of the algorithm for automatic text
summary based on weight of sentence, we may often
encounter some statements with similar or identical
meaning. Although we can establish a certain similarity
matrix model, it will still cause some obstacles to the
generation of automatic text summary based on weight
of sentence. Therefore, we must eliminate the
information data in article’s jumbled statements when we
study the improved algorithm of automatic text summary
based on the weight of sentence. The main process is
shown in “Fig. 4”.

Figure4. Redundant processing steps

During the specific operation of removing jumbled
information, we can improve the algorithm of automatic
text summary based on the weight of sentence mainly
from the following aspects:
 After calculating the specific weighting factor of

individual statements in the article using the method
of sentence weight analysis, arrange result data on
the basis of their importance and weight so to get a
sorted list of relevant candidate sentences like S=
｛Sl，S2，…，Sn｝ , then , name collection A as
the collection of summary. There is no element

among collection A.
 In the sorted list S=｛Sl，S2，…，Sn｝formed in

front, analyze and select the element Sk with the
largest weight coefficient output as a sentence of the
summary. At the same time, Suppose A=｛Sk｝ ,
S=S-{Sk}[5] .

 Make a choice on Sk extracted in front according to
weight proportion, we can analyze that, if there is Sk
exists in the number of columns whose degree of
similarity with all elements of the article in
collection A are under the expected value of the
original conjecture, then we can get A=A+ Sk,
Conversely, we can eliminate the Sk.

 In order to ensure the accuracy of the calculation
process, it is necessary to repeat operating C several
times until the final number of the sentences
extracted is similar or same to the length assumed
before.

V.COMCLUSION

The analysis and study on automatic text summary
based on the weight of sentence can contribute to
improve the operation of automatic summary. With the
correlation analysis of algorithm flow of automatic text
summary and improved algorithm for automatic text
summary based on the weight of sentence, this article
can provide a frame reference in related fields.
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Abstract—we proposed a importance resampling particle
filter (IRPF) algorithm for adaptive multi-user detection
(MUD) in synchronous code division multiple access
(CDMA) system. Importance resampling strategy is
adopted to improve the standard PF algorithm .The
particle number is reduced through the setting of a valid
sample scale. The degeneracy problem of particle filter (PF)
is overcome to some extent. Simulation results indicate that
IRPF has a strong ability to deal with the nonlinear system,
and the bit error rate of the system and the calculation of
PF are further improved after applying the adaptive
resampling strategy to PF.

Index Terms—Particle filter, Multi-user detection,
importance resampling, Non-Gaussian noise

I. INTRODUCTION

In the code division multiple access (CDMA) system,
multi-user detection is served as one of the key
technologies. It is proposed originally by K. S. Schneider
in 1979. This method can eliminate the multi-access
interference and alleviate the near-far effect effectively.
Verdu put forward the best multi-user detection method
in 1986[1]. Its performance is best, but its complexity
grows exponentially with the increase in the number of
users. So this method is different to be achieved in
engineering. Many researchers put forward different
kinds of sub-optimal multi-user detection. The
complexity is reduced. But the performance is significant
lower than the optimal multi-user detection algorithm.

Multi-user detection based on particle filter is one
kind of sub-optimal multi-user detection methods. The
particle filter algorithm is a approximate algorithm to
Bayesian estimation based on sampling theory. It
combines Monte Carlo with Bayesian theory together.
When the sample size is large enough, the sample set can
description the real posteriori probability density
function (PDF) of the state variables. This technique can
be applied to non-linear non-Gaussian system. Its
accuracy can approximate to the optimal estimation [2].

Usually, in the most of study about signal processing
and communication, the noise is assumed to be Gaussian
white noise. However, this kind of statement is not
accurate. There are some peak pulses which have low
probability and high amplitude in the actual system, such
as atmospheric noise [3]. Laplace noise and alpha stable

noise have the above characteristics. In this paper
Laplace noise and alpha stable noise are simulated non-
Gaussian noise. We can prove that the applicability and
effectiveness of the particle filter is well in non-Gaussian
system by simulation.

This paper is organized as follow: Section 2 includes
the model of the CDMA system and the presentation of
two kinds of non-Gaussian noises; the application of
standard particle filter algorithm for multi-user detection
is presented in Section 3; the application of importance
resampling particle filter algorithm for multi-user
detection is presented in Section 4; Simulation results
and conclusions are described in Section 5.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. CDMA SYSTEM MODEL

Consider a synchronous CDMA system with K users,
and symbol interval is T. The k-th receive signal is [1][4]:





K

k
kkk tntbtgtAt

1
)()()()()(r (1)

In the formula, KA means the amplitude of the k-th

signal; kg means spread spectrum waveform of the k-th

signal, and the value is 1 ; kb means the k-th user data,

the value is 1 ; n(t) is background noise that is selected
by different type of the noise.

The cross-correlation between the signature
waveforms of the i-th users and the k-th users is defined
as:

 bT

ik
b

ki dttgtg
T 0, )()(1 (2)

In the above formula, when ki , 1ki ;

When ki  , 10 ,  ki .As a result, we can get the

output ky of the k-th user's matched filter:

dttgtry
T

kk  0
)()(
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k kA b means the signal of the k-th user; kz is noise;

kMAI is multiple access interference (MAI) which is
generated by other users.

In order to facilitate processing and analysis, the
received vector can be expressed as matrix.

zRAby  (4)

Where  kAAAgA ,,,dia 21  is a diagonal matrix

of received signal amplitude.  kbbbb ,,, 21  is user

data, R is symmetric correlation matrix of KK  order
( ikki ,,   ).  Tkzzzz ,,, 21  , it is a complex-
valued vector with independent real and imaginary
components and covariance matrix equal to R2 .

R is a symmetric matrix, so Colicky factorization can
be used. There is a unique lower triangular matrix F such
that FFR T . If we apply TF  to the formula (4), can
we obtain [5]:

zFAbzFFAbFyFy TTT   (5)

The covariance matrix of z is I2 , where I is the
identity matrix. Because the noise becomes independent
and identically distributed, white noise. y is called the
whitened matched filter output. Scalar expression of the
received signal is as follows:





K

l
klllkk zbaFy

1
, (6)

On the basis of the spatial model, the purpose of
multi-user detection is to detect signals of the
users  kk bbbb ,,, 21:1  from the matched filter

output signals  kk yyyy ,,, 21:1  .

B. NON-GAUSSIAN NOISE SIMULATION

In order to simplify the mathematical analysis, we
often assume the noise as Gaussian noise. Usually, this
assumption is reasonable. However, in practice, there are
some kinds of noise that they are not happen often, but
with a strong impact. These kinds of noise are not
Gaussian noise, such as thunder and lightning, ice
avalanches, all kinds of machine motors, neon signs, etc.
do not have Gaussian nature. It is very necessary to
establish a more accurate model than the Gaussian model.
The following briefly discusses two models of the non-
Gaussian noise.

A. Laplace noise

Laplace noise is one kind of non-Gaussian noise.
Laplace probability density function (PDF) has an
obvious smearing. This is main difference between the
Laplace PDF and the Gaussian PDF. Laplace probability
density function[3]:

)2exp(
2
1)( 22

xxp


 ,

 x (7)
In the formula, 2 parameter is variance or power of

noise.
B. Alpha noise
If the random variable X is subject to the Alpha

stable distribution, then its characteristic function is
[6][7][8]:

    ),()sgn(1exp   uujujauu 
(8)
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In the formula, ]2,0( is characteristic index
which determines the degree of the distribution pulse
characteristics.  is smaller, the pulse characteristics is
more obvious. When 2 , it is Gaussian distribution
which mean is a and variance is 22 . In other words,
the Gaussian distribution is a special case of the Alpha
stable distribution. When 20  , this distribution is
called fractional lower order Alpha stable distribution.

11   is called symmetry parameter which can
control the gradient of the distribution. When 0 , it
is a symmetric  -stable distribution, referred to as
SS . When 1 and 0 , this distribution is

Cauchy distribution.  is called scattering coefficients
which can control the dispersion measure about the
samples relative to the mean. It is similar to the variance
of the Gaussian distribution. The noise power can be
expressed approximately as 2 , but 2 is not equal
completely to the true noise power. Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR) can be expresses as 2/SSNR  ( S is the
signal power). When 0 and 1 , this distribution
is called standard  -stable distribution.

III. MULTI-USER DETECTION BASED ON STANDARD
PARTICLE FILTER ALGORITHM

The particle filter is a Monte Carlo method based on
Bayesian theory. Its core idea is that using the samples
and their corresponding weights to express the posterior
probability density function then we can use the posterior
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probability density to obtain the estimated value of the
state. If the samples are sampled from the posterior
probability distribution, the each sample has the
same weight. However, in practice the posterior
probability density function )|( :1:1 kk ybp can’t be
written in the typical form, so the sampling process
is very difficult. Therefore, we often obtain the
particles from an importance density function

)|( :1:1 kk ybq .Then the weights are defined to be
[9][10][11]:

)(

)(

:1:1

:1:1

k

i
k

k

i
ki

k yxq

yxp
 SNi ,,1  (11)

The importance density function can be
decomposed into:

)(),()(
1:11:1:11:1:1:1 

kkkkkkk yxqyxxqyxq (12)

The posteriori probability density function can be
expressed as:
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So, if we know )( 1:11:1  k
i
k yxp , can we obtain

)( :1:1 k
i
k yxp through new samples. By substituting

(13) with (11) and (12), we will get importance
weights updated formula is:
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For the standard particle filter algorithm, we
choose the a priori probability density function as the
importance density function.

)(),( 1:11:1
i
k
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i
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i
k xxpyxxq   (15)

By substituting (14) with (15), the formula can be
simplified as:

)(1
i
kk

i
k

i
k xyp (16)

Weights are normalized:
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When the process of algorithm is finished for the
all users, we can estimate the posterior probability
density function through the particles set and its
corresponding weights set sN

i
i
K

i
Kx 1:1:1 },{  . For

example, the marginalized posterior probability

density function )( :1kk yxp can be expressed as:
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In the formula, ）（ is the Dirac delta function.

If we defined two vectors,  TN
kkkk
sxxxx ,,, 21  ,

 TN
kkkk
s ,,, 21  . According to the

Maximum A Posterior (MAP) rule, we have
)( k

T
kk xsignb  (19)

With the increase of the iterations, weight of the
particles concentrate gradually on a small number of
particles and most of the particles weights are very small.
This problem is called the degradation of the particle.
The degeneracy implies that a large computational effort
is devoted to updating particles whose contribution to the

approximation to )( :1kk yxp is almost zero. Re-sampling

technique was introduced to solve degeneracy[12]. The
basic idea of resampling is sampling sN times from the
posterior probability density function

)()(
1

:1
i
kk

N

i

i
KKk xxyxp

s




 , then we can obtain

the new sample set sN
i

i
kx 1*

*

}{


. The weights are set to

be s
j
k N/1 .

In summary, the steps of multiuser detection based on
particle filter are as follows [13][14][15]:

Step 1: Sampling for the k-th user,
making ),|(: :11:1 k

i
kk

i
k yxxqx  .

Step 2: According to equation (14) to calculate the
weights of the particles.

Step 3: Normalizing the weights according to
equation (17).

Step 4: Resampling for the particles.
Step 5: According to equation (19) to estimate the

signals of the k-th user.
Step 6: Turn to step1, and estimating the signals

of the next user.

IV. MULTI-USER DETECTION BASED ON IMPORTANCE
RESAMPLING PARTICLE FILTER.

There is a defect that is the degradation phenomenon in
Particle filter algorithm. With the increase of the
iterations, weight of the particles concentrate gradually
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on a small number of particles and most of the particles
weights are very small. This problem is called the
degradation of the particle. The degeneracy implies that a
large computational effort is devoted to updating
particles whose contribution to the approximation

to )( :1kk yxp is almost zero. An effective measure to

overcome the degradation phenomenon is to select
appropriate and effective sampling scale effN , it is also a
measure of the degradation phenomenon,
defining effN for:

)var(1 i
k

eff
NN


 (20)

Which, i
k by the formula (14) and (17) determine,

)var( i
k for i

k variance. effN 's general values can not
be calculated exactly, but can be approximated by the
following formula:
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By formula (20) shows that seff NN  , effN smaller,
more serious degradation. Thus increasing the number of
particles sN degradation problems can be solved, but it
will increase the amount of calculation and influence
real-time of this algorithm.

In this paper, the importance resampling is to
overcome the degradation. The importance
resampling purpose is to reduce the number of
particles smaller weights, only concentrate on the
particles having a maximum priority value. The basic
method is through the posterior probability density
of discrete approximation

expression )/( :0 kk yxp 
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k xxp  )( * . Because resampling are

independent and identically distributed, weights are
re-set to Mi

k /1 . At first setting a

threshold thresholdN .

When threshold

N

i

i
keff NN

s

 
1

2)(/1  , resampling.

Then we have no need to resampling at every moment, it
can adaptively decide whether to re-sample. The
complexity of the algorithm can be reduced to a certain
extent.

In summary, the steps of multiuser detection based on
particle filter are as follows :

Step 1: Sampling for the k-th user,
making ),|(: :11:1 k

i
kk

i
k yxxqx  .

Step 2: According to equation (14) to calculate the
weights of the particles.

Step 3: Normalizing the weights according to
equation (17).

Step 4: According to above resampling for the
particles.

Step 5: According to equation (19) to estimate the
signals of the k-th user.

Step 6: Turn to step1, and estimating the signals of the
next user.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Analyze the performance of the multi-user detection
based on importance resampling particle filter algorithm
by simulation. Consider a synchronous CDMA system
with 5 users, 50000 information bits, 31-bit gold spread-
spectrum code and the user power partial value is 10.
Channel noises include Gaussian noise, Laplace noise
and Alpha stable noise. The range of signal to noise ratio
(SNR) for all users is -4~10 dB. The total number of
particles is 50. thresholdN is 5.5.

Figure1: When the signals are interfered by Gaussian
noise, we can find that the performance of the IRPF
algorithm is better than the PF algorithm. The research
results have important reference value for the research of
MUD system.

Figure1. The BER of PF detection and IRPF detection

Figure2: This figure analyzes the error code
performance of IRPF detection aiming to Gaussian noise,
Alpha stable noise and Laplace noise. It can be seen from
the Figure 3 that the error code performance of the
Gaussian noises and the Laplace noise are almost the
same. The error code performance of the Alpha stable
noises slightly weakened. It is due to the true power of
the Alpha stable noise is not 2 . But, in the simulation,
we assume that his power is 2 . The result also proves
that the applicability of the importance resampling
particle filter algorithm is well in the non-Gaussian
system. In other words, this algorithm has a strong
robustness. Therefore, this algorithm has practical
reference value.
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Figure2. BER of IRPF detection under three kinds of noise
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Abstract— Since the 1990s, the corpus is rapidly developing,
the corpus-based linguistics has yielded fruitful results in
the research of linguistics and computer science, and corpus
building also got wide attention all over the world, but the
development of food information corpus and other special
corpus are lagging behind. This article describes the
definition and role of the corpus, leads to the construction
of the importance of food corpus. Starts from the food
corpus’s definition, design, collection, annotation and the
selection of retrieval software and so on, then with
computer and database technology proposes the idea for
the construction of food corpus. Research and built food
corpus provides a rich new field for the development of
linguistics and food related research.

Index Terms— food corpus, computer, database technology,
build

I. INTRODUCTION

Corpus building began in the 1960s, rise rapidly after
the 1980s, countries began to establish various sizes and
forms of the corpus, their respective forms are
increasingly precise, construction began corpus has been
highly in all areas of the world attention. Establish
corpus, norms not only become an important foundation
of modern linguistics studies [1], but as other specialized
academic research in the field of medicine, architecture,
law, English and other premises guaranteed.

This paper essentially start from the corpus to study
linguistics as a theoretical basis, computer software
engineering and database as guidance, drawing on the
experience of other areas of the corpus study on the
establishment of food corpus proposed solutions to
problems you may encounter and building a database
technical methods are discussed.

II. THE CORPUS AND THE FOOD CORPUS

For the corpus linguists have different definitions,
such as Sinclair thinks " Corpus is selected and sorted
according to specific linguistic standard language use
material collection, samples to use as a language". Atkins
and Clear think "Corpus is made up of a large collection
of written or spoken, and through the computer storage
and handling". This paper thinks corpus is: according to
certain principles of linguistics, using computer and
database technology to collect snippets of text or oral
language, supplemented artificial deep processing to
build an electronic text library.

Special corpus is defined as collecting a particular
field of corpora to built ideal library collection [2].

Currently, there are special corpus mostly small,
mostly concentrated in the computer range [3,4], medical
[5], the law[6] and a variety of common language ,
collected from multiple sources corpus newspapers and
magazines, dictionaries books, etc., so that the
information is not comprehensive enough .

Thus, the food corpus is defined as gathering a lot of
food information on the text to real performance
characteristics food exclusive collection of corpora under
with aid of the database technology.

III. BASIC IDEA OF BUILDING THE FOOD
CORPUS

A. The Development Process Of Building Food
Corpus.
A high quality expected library construction should

not only master the linguistics, computational science,
but also needs to statistics, copyright, knowledge
management, and other professional disciplines. This
means that the corpus construction would be a huge task.
its realization needs scientific and standardized design.
1. Requirements analysis phase. Consulting all kinds

of literature and books to build a comprehensive
understanding of the corpus, which could clear
information requirements, processing requirements,
security and integrity of corpus, so that building a
database to determine the scope of application.

2. Design phase. Built on the corpus of scientific and
reasonable structure design, detailed design.

3. Implementation phase. Design corpus storage
structure, configure the computer hardware and
software systems, to determine the researchers
conducted methodical building a database in
accordance with the objectives and design
requirements analysis.

4. Maintenance phase. Ensure the food corpus is
expected that the library can be built by continuity,
and ensure its restoration and expansion in future.

B. Detailed Design The Building Of Food Corpus.
For the size of the corpus of grain design, generally

speaking if the conditions permit should be the bigger the
better, but with the development of science and
technology, real-time, dynamic development of language
itself began, corpus should also with the dynamic
development, therefore, the construction of the corpus
should be constantly expanding process.

Food corpus structure diagram is shown in figure (1).
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Fig1. Food corpus structure diagram

1. Food Chinese Corpus
 Food ontology information, which includes cereals,

legumes, oilseeds and all variety of animal or plant
products and other nutrients which can sustain
human life.

 Food technology, which includes prevention on
food production capacity, infrastructure, storage
methods, such as insects and other biological
hazards.

 Food industry news, which includes the body
extending from the food live on food, such as food
supply and demand, prices, policy, accidents,
security and situation monitoring.

2. Food English Corpus
In China, the research of English corpus developed

rapidly in the 1990s, such as SWECCL, COLSEC, CLES,
CEEC, JDEST [7]. Currently, there is a professional
English corpus has been built, such as Legal English
Corpus and Medical English Corpus[8]. For example,
National Language Committee has built computer
professional bilingual corpus, etc[9] . Food corpus
building through the real food English text to the
response of the characteristics of English food
information, which cannot only provide real natural
language materials for food education, food translation
and food language study, but also provides reliable
information for the public opinion monitoring network.
3. Food Parallel Corpus

Mona Baker has pointed out that "In the professional
disciplines, a professional in the field of Chinese-English
parallel corpus will be based on the existing machine
translation system performance, the better to achieve
professional results in the English translation of the
article" [10]. Food parallel corpus refers to double corpus

of English and Chinese. Currently parallel corpus has
been built is not fully covered, the scope of application is
not widespread, so professional food parallel corpus
construction have great prospects for development.

IV. BASIC METHODS OF BUILDING THE FOOD
CORPUS

The food corpus is mainly related to the data of corpus
collection, corpus cleaning, corpus processing, retrieval
and data sharing. The basic process of building the food
corpus is shown in figure(2).

Fig2. The basic process of building food
corpus

Corpus retrieve

Data Shared

Corpus collection

Corpus cleaning

Corpus processing

A. Corpus collection
The data of food corpus include the entity and virtual

information. Entity information including food-related
professional books, newspapers, academic journals and
other text resources. Virtual information is electronic
resources which translated from website, the network
library, database, CD, video, etc. Acquisition process
mainly through manual keyboard input, identifying
scanning and combination of these two methods. Such as
the existing reference corpus can be used directly and
some precious raw file or video can use artificial
recognition, such as manual input method, so that ensure
the corpus collected comprehensive and has higher
availability.

B. Corpus cleaning
Corpus cleaning process is the key for building a

corpus. Copious amounts of text or scanning it is
downloaded over the network, there are a variety of
formats, so not only to the text in the link of finishing
backup, more important is the text of the specification of
the finishing. Usually use some software to replace the
specifications of the text, such as "Text Sorting Device"
and so on [9].

C. Corpus processing
The corpus processing of building food corpus

including word segmentation, corpus annotation, corpus
retrieve and parallel corpus aligned processing.
1. The corpus segmentation
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Clean text word is add spaces after the English
character to facilitate late annotation and retrieval.
There are lots of ways to deal with ambiguity
phenomenon in the process of word segmentation,
such as “Phrase structure method”, “Expert system”,
“Markov models”. The current mainstream of
automatic word segmentation technology is based
on forward and reverse maximum matching string
matching algorithm, which is based on positive
maximum matching algorithm flow chart is shown
in figure (3).

Read a
sentence

Dictionary

end

Dictionary files

Begin

Initialize
temporary
variables

Sentence
reduces
by one
word

from the
rightmost

Segmentatio
n results

Match
Y

N

Fig3. Forward maximum matching string matching
algorithm

2. The corpus annotation
High-quality corpus needs for multi-level corpus

annotation. Corpus annotation is that every word in
the text label attribute of the word. There are 26
basic parts of speech marks and four proper nouns
mark in Tag set [11] .

Currently, there are parts of corpus annotation
software, such as CLAWS, ICTCLAS_Win, and
they could POS assigned code for corpus. Using
artificial computer aided method when further
processing of food corpus.

3. The corpus retrieve
With the development of computer technology,

corpus should be like a database operation and
convenient operation. Currently, the existing corpus
retrieval software, such as Wordsmith Tools,
Concordance, Mono-concord and WordCrucher,
among Micro-concord for open software, DOS-
based platform Tact 2.1, there are Wconcord,

Concap, Mlct-concordancer, Wordpilot, Antconc ,
Paraconc also could use convenient [12].

In the retrieval phase grain corpus construction ,
pre- mature mentioned above can be used to retrieve
the software , the latter with the corpus of
continuous improvement and professional food
information , the software will probably not meet
the demand , then consider the development of
special use to retrieve software.

4. Parallel corpus aligned processing
Align the corpus is divided into paragraphs,

sentences, clauses, phrases and words in a few
different levels. Current Studies have bilingual
automatically align technology mainly for the
sentence and its internal structure, the method used
is usually based on the length or terms, or the length,
vocabulary hybrid approach [13].

V. THE APPLICATION PROSPECT OF THE FOOD
CORPUS

Food information corpus will have the following
characteristics: the first, building corpus according the
linguistic theoretical guidance to achieve construction of
professional services for food professional purpose, so it
is not the corpus of mechanical accumulation. The
second, text of corpus is continuously professional
information, under the auxiliary treatment of computer
technology to store by electronic text. Third, food corpus
not only is a kind of idea or a research method, but also it
is a new research idea.

For food corpus, it mainly professional food language
research, such as food professional teaching outline word
set, term extraction, dictionary compilation, problem sets
and written examination and so on. Grain corpus should
implement corpus resource sharing, platforms can be
online index, query and other functions, used for food
grain network public opinion, intelligence analysis, and
other professional research in the field of information
collection, allowing researchers to accurately according
to the food prices changes, output and natural factors
such as grain realistic situation to make the most
effective means. In short, the use of food corpus can be
summarized in two points: first, the rich grain of
language study linguistics;Secondly, food grain and
related professional research accuracy and lay a solid
foundation.

VI. CONCLUSION

Food corpus based on database technology not only
can enrich the linguistics research, and can meet the
demand of food related professional information
collection. Although food corpus building may spend a
lot of manpower, material resources, will maybe a huge
project. However, with computer and database
technology, machine translation and other related
technologies are maturing, I believe that food corpus
building will become a new area of   research, its
application will be completed and just around the corner.
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Re-sampling Reverse Analysis on Measurement
Uncertainty Based on Bootstrap Simulation

ZU Xian-feng, HAN Yu-qin
First Aeronautical College of Air Force/ Department of Aeronautical Mechanical Engineering, Xinyang, China

Abstract—In order to resolve the puzzle of measurement
uncertainty evaluation on source signals in measurement
chains, according to reverse analysis idea and Monte Carlo
(MC) simulation for distribution propagation, the re-
sampling reverse analysis for uncertainties distribution is
presented. The method extends the samples numbers by the
bootstrap re-sampling, realizes distribution simulation from
output to input and reverse process of MC simulation,
integrated the estimation of probability density function
(PDF) with small samples and the uncertainty evaluation. It
can indirectly accomplish the uncertainty evaluation from
testing signals to source signals. The result of verification
experiment and simulation shows the validity and the
feasibility of the re-sampling reverse analysis for
uncertainty distribution because of the adaptability of
uncertainty parameters from the reverse analysis and
practical verification.

Index Terms—measurement Uncertainty, reverse Analysis,
bootstrap re-sampling, Monte Carlo simulation

I. INTRODUCTION

Technology needs progress, while metrology comes
first. So metrology and calibration play an important role
in scientific research. Metrology is an examination on test
which is a more advanced test. Uncertainty is the
objective inherent nature of things that exists in a variety
of social phenomena, natural phenomena and engineering
practice [1]. A measurement result is only complete if it
is accompanied by a statement of the measurement
uncertainty. In fact, input uncertainties and output
uncertainties usually exist in actual systems [2] [3]. For
the measurement chains, the calibration includes two
aspects: output accuracy on source signals and
measurement accuracy of the test channel [4]. The
automatic test based on on-station calibration used analog
equivalent device. Because source signals can not be
tested directly, there is difficulty in evaluation of
measurement uncertainty on source signals.

According to reverse analysis idea in structural
engineering [5] [6], the re-sampling reverse analysis for
uncertainty distribution is presented based on uncertainty
distribution and Monte Carlo (MC) simulation for
distribution propagation. The method which extends the
samples numbers by the bootstrap calculates the
estimation of probability density function (PDF) with
samples. The error of source in measurement chain is
traced through MC simulation. The probability
distribution with source signals is evaluated and then the

measurement uncertainty is determined. Therefore
reverse analysis for uncertainty from output to input is
realized and the uncertainty of source signals is evaluated
indirectly.

II. BOOTSTRAP RE-SAMPLING WITH SMALL
SAMPLES

Small sample is a common case when the calibration
signals are acquired artificially. The small sample is that
measurement data is less than thirty. Because of error in
samples, it makes a large deviation in distribution fitting.
Bootstrap re-sampling is used to extend the samples
numbers. Then obtain the probability density function of
sample by method of best square approximation [7].

Bootstrap method is first proposed as a statistical
method for augmented samples by Efron in 1979. In the
case of small data samples, Bootstrap method is a useful
tool which is used for the evaluation on accuracy of
estimated variable and parameters verification [8].

Bootstrap method is that an empirical distribution

n̂F from independent population samples X is used to
replace unknown population distribution F . Suppose
random samples 1 2( , , , )nX x x x  come from

unknown population F ， ( , )R X F considered as a pre-
selected random variable is the function of X and F .
Distribution of ( , )R X F is estimated according to

sample observations 1 2( , , , )nX x x x  .The method
is as follows:
 Empirical distribution function n̂F for sub-sample

is constructed from sample
observations 1 2( , , , )nX x x x  and n̂F in

each point ix has equal probability.

 Sample 1 2
ˆ( , , , ) ~m nX x x x F     from n̂F . It’s

considered as Bootstrap sample.
 Distribution of ( , )R X F is used to replace

ˆ( , )nR R X F  distribution. It’s considered as
Bootstrap sample. It has been proved that when
m is large enough Bootstrap sample can represent
population distribution and statistical
characteristics from original sample.
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The usual methods for calculating Bootstrap
distribution and estimator include calculation directly,
MC method and the Taylor law. With the development of
computer technology, it’s convenient to compute
Bootstrap statistics by MC method. Obviously it’s more
accurate and reliable to determine the PDF of the original
samples with extended Bootstrap samples.

III. RE-SAMPLING REVERSE ANALYSIS FOR
UNCERTAINTY DISTRIBUTION

The re-sampling reverse analysis for uncertainty
distribution is based on the foundation of uncertainty
distribution. The essentiality is converse process of
distribution propagation by MC simulation. Uncertainty
distribution of the source signals will be calculated by the
way of re-sampling reverse analysis from uncertainty
distribution of measurement result. The basic principle is
shown as Figure 1.

Figure 8. Uncertainty distribution with re-sampling reverse analysis.

Suppose function model of measurement chains, which
are established by standard source signals and verification
experimental data, is shown as following:

( , )iY y f X x e    . (1)

Which， X 、Y is input vector and output vector in
system. x 、 y are values of uncertainty

distribution. ie is uncertainty distribution of all error
sources in measurement chains. It can be calibrated by
standard experiment or traceability, also can be obtained
by relevant technical specifications. Uncertainty
distribution with re-sampling reverse analysis method is
to implement as follows:

 Fit the uncertainty distribution of vector Y from
measured samples. Different fitting way of PDF is
used in different size of sample.

 Sample value 1y of output vector Y and sample

value 1ie of all random error sources ie are
produced with MC simulation based on
probability distribution.

 Sample value 1x of a corresponding input vector
X is got in a reverse way by system model or

inverse function.
 Repeat the above steps and re-sample in a reverse

way M times. The sample value of X is got as
sets ( 1,2, , )kx k M  .

 kx which is the sample value of vector X is used
to define probability distribution of uncertainty.
Thus the uncertainty and confidence interval of
vector X can be calculated.

IV. RE-SAMPLING REVERSE ANALYSIS OF
SOURCE SIGNAL

A. Experiment Step
To apply re-sampling reverse analysis method, source

signals and test signals are regarded as a linear transfer
relationship combined with Bootstrap re-sampling. And
verify the delivery channels in laboratory to determine
the gain and offset. Re-sample reverse analysis for a
particular source. Assess the size of uncertainty and
output distribution character. The main steps are as
follows:
 Verify the delivery channel of value between

source signals and test signals. Therefore obtain
transfer function is shown as following:

0.1662 0.0681y Gx D x    . (2)

 Evaluate the error distribution character of
delivery channel. The gain error is 67ppm here.
Assumed to be uniform distributed, the offset error
is 0.00038V. Assumption is normal distribution.

 Connect excitation source signal, start
measurement and then obtain the measurement
sample. Determine and remove the gross error in
the sample by some principle and select raw
sample data which capacity is 40.

 Extend sample to size of 200 using Bootstrap
method. And then convert the domain of sample
data range to [0, 1]. Get the PDF of raw sample
data by square approximation method and restore
the domain later.

 Apply re-sampling reverse analysis for uncertainty
distribution simulation. Sample the output value,
the gain error and offset error of delivery channel
respectively by existing probability distribution,
uniform distribution and normal distribution from
sample. Calculate the corresponding input value
using the following relationship :

( ) [ ( ) ( ( ))] ( ( ))D Gx i y i D i G i     . (3)

 Re-sample 1000 times. The false input sampled
data of 1000 source signals can be got. After
converting the domain, square approximation
method is used to obtain the PDF.

 The average value, standard uncertainty, expanded
uncertainty, confidence probability and covering
factor can be calculated through PDF of false
input sample. And make its quantitative
description of the probability distribution.

 Re-sampling reverse analyze by reverting raw
sample data directly so as to compare the effect of
Bootstrap method.

B. Sample of Raw Sample Data
The output of raw measurement sample data which

passing through the delivery channel from source signals
is shown in Table 1. Carry on re-sampling reverse
analyze for uncertainty.

http://dj.iciba.com/implement/
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TABLE I.
RAW MEASUREMENT SAMPLE DATA OF SOURCE SIGNALS

raw measurement sample data of source signals (Unit: V)
5.8760 5.8847 5.8849 5.8815 5.8781
5.8763 5.8855 5.8845 5.8810 5.8778
5.8772 5.8859 5.8841 5.8806 5.8771
5.8783 5.8860 5.8837 5.8802 5.8768
5.8794 5.8859 5.8833 5.8798 5.8765
5.8807 5.8857 5.8828 5.8793 5.8763
5.8820 5.8855 5.8824 5.8789 5.8761
5.8834 5.8852 5.8820 5.8785 5.8760

C. PDF Curve of Output Sample
The PDF curve which is fitted from initial or Bootstrap

output sample shown in figure 2:

Figure 8. PDF curve of output sample with source signals.

D. PDF Curve of Input Source Signal
After using Re-sampling reverse analyze, the PDF

curve which got from input source signals is shown in
figure 3:

Figure 8. PDF curve of input source signals.

E. Coefficient of Sample PDF Curve
The best square approximation polynomial coefficient

of output sample PDF for source signal are:
Coriginal = [3.2584 -33.695 144.82 -256.98 189.28 -

43.758]

Cbootstrap = [2.7386 -28.279 133.83 -258.93 208.58 -
55.162]

Accordingly, the best square approximation
polynomial coefficient of input sample PDF for source
signal are:

Coriginal = [-0.15644 14.941 -57.553 98.917 -76.396
20.521]

Cbootstrap = [0.14908 3.8662 10.514 -60.112 84.476 -
38.724]

V. SOURCE SIGNALS UNCERTAINTY
EVALUATION

Measurement result and its uncertainty will be
estimated and evaluated after fixing PDF of measurement
data sample. Certainly, the PDF determined based on
measurement of the sample need to carry on fitting test.
The common way includes K-S and 2 test method. The
former is applicable to small sample, and the latter is
applicable to big sample.

Assume the PDF estimation of measurement sample is
ˆ ( )f x ，Correspondingly the measurement result is:

ˆˆ ( )
b

a
x xf x dx  . (4)

Standard uncertainty of measurement result is:

2 ˆˆ( ) ( )
b

a
u x x f x dx  . (5)

Coverage factor is assumed as k , and then the
expanded uncertainty is:

U ku . (6)

The confidence is calculated by following formula
under the condition of symmetrical distribution.

ˆ

ˆ
ˆ ( )

x ku

x ku
P f x dx




  . (7)

Integral interval of above formula with asymmetrical
distribution is ： ˆ ˆ[ (1 ) , (1 ) ]x ku x ku     ，

which  is asymmetrical coefficient under the condition
of asymmetrical distribution. It can be fixed by skew and
peak coefficient of sample. The detail is shown in
reference [9]. The mean, standard uncertainty, expanded
uncertainty, confidence interval and coverage factor of
source signals can be calculated by the PDF of input
signals. And the parameters are compared with the actual
test result as shown in table II.

TABLE II.
SOURCE UNCERTAINTY PARAMETERS COMPARED WITH THE

ACTUAL TEST RESULT

Signal parameter
Source signals

Raw data
Re-sample

Bootstrap
Re-sample

actual test
result

Sample mean 34.9735 34.977 34.9762
Standard uncertainty 0.0227 0.0217 0.0220

95% Confidence [34.9351, [34.937, [34.9322,
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interval 35.0126] 35.013] 35.0202]
Coverage factor 1.6952 1.8267 2

Extended uncertainty 0.0385 0.0397 0.0440

VI. CONCLUSION

From the probability distribution and related
uncertainty parameters based on above re-sampling
reverse analyze, we can see:

 The source signal is close to rectangular
distribution, the coverage factor should be in
between 1.6 and 1.8. It’s in accordance with
character of rectangular distribution. For GUM
uses the coverage factor of 2.0, normal
distribution is assumed. As a result, confidence
interval and extended uncertainty will bring large
deviation.

 The re-sampling distribution result which extends
sample size and fits PDF with Bootstrap has a
small difference between the actual test values.
The fitting results are satisfied.

 The uncertainty of sample distribution evaluation
is more accurate and useful, which can calculate
confidence interval and extended uncertainty
conveniently.

The parameters based on bootstrap simulation are close
to actual test result. Therefore the effectiveness and
feasibility of re-sampling reverse analysis for uncertainty
distribution are verified.
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Driver Fatigue Detection Based on Active Facial
Features Locating
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Abstract—Driver fatigue is a major cause of traffic accidents.
The vision-based driver fatigue detection is one of the most
prospective commercial applications of facial expression
recognition technology. The facial feature recognition is the
primary technique issue in it. Major challenges that arise
are fast movements of eyes and mouth, changes in pose and
lighting variations. In this paper, an active facial feature
locating technology is presented for facial features detection
of features extracted using active shape models. The fatigue
detection consists of three levels of tasks: face detection,
facial expression information extraction, and fatigue
characterization measurement. The model used and
characterization methodology showed efficient to detect
fatigue using the active approach of the cases.

Index Terms—driver fatigue detection, facial feature
locating, active shape model

I. INTRODUCTION

Currently, driver fatigue has been widely accepted as a
significant factor in a variety of transportation
accidents[1]. Although it is difficult to determine the
exact number of accidents due to fatigue, it is much likely
to be underestimated. The effect of fatigue on driving
performance has been widely studied from physiologists
and transportation experts. Fatigue has been proved to be
a main cause of road accidents and pushed automotive
corporations, since late 90s, toward the development of
on-board intelligent safety systems, useful to evaluate in
real time the driver's state of vigilance [2,3].

Driver fatigue detection should detect whether the
driver is tired, such as dozing or sleeping, so as to
generate a warning alarm to alert the driver[4]. Fatigue
measurement is a significant problem as there are few
direct measures, with most measures of the outcomes of
fatigue rather than of fatigue itself. In the last decade
many researchers have been working on the development
of the monitoring systems using different techniques. The
best detection of primary drowsiness and inattention is
the measurement of brain-waves, heart rate and pulse [5].
These techniques are intrusive, since they need to attach
some electrodes on the drivers, causing annoyance to
them. Some representative projects in this line are the
MIT Smart Car [6], and the ASV (Advanced Safety
Vehicle) project performed by Toyota, Nissan[2]. Other
techniques monitor eyes and gaze movement using a
helmet or special contact lens, which are still not
acceptable in the practice [7]. A driver’s state of vigilance
can also be characterized by indirect behaviors of the

vehicle like lateral position, steering wheel movements.
Although these techniques are not intrusive, they are
subjected to several limitations as the vehicle type, driver
experience, geometric characteristics and state of the road
[8]. People in fatigue show some visual behaviors easily
observable from changes in their facial features like eyes,
head and face. Computer vision can be a natural and non-
intrusive technique to monitor driver’s vigilance[9-11].
Facial expression detection on the other hand gives an
accurate detection with minimal impact on the driver[12-
14]. As human eyes and mouths express the most direct
reaction when dozing or sleeping, eye closure and
opening mouth rank detection are widely used as the
basis for the driver fatigue detection by researchers, such
as to calculate the fatigue associated parameters as
PERCLOS, AECS and YawFrec[15-18].

The detection and tracking of faces, eyes and mouths
in video sequences is a basic problem in computer
vision[19-21]. In the recent years, digital image
processing and computer vision techniques on human
faces have been used in many applications, such as face
recognition, face analysis, eyes detection, gaze tracking
etc. Among all these research, the first step is usually to
locate the face. Feature based face detection methods
utilize some well-known knowledge on human faces e.g,
relative location of the eyes, nose and mouth in a face etc,
to classify the image as a face. Various classifiers are
based on the neural networks, Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) and Support Vector Machines (SVM)
[22].

This paper work proposes a fatigue detection system
based on the computer vision techniques, where they are
being analyzed by the visual characterizes of the driver
face, from the variations that present the facial features,
specially those in regions shape of the eyes and mouth.
Those features are detected by using comprehensive
techniques as Active shape models (ASMs), which from
the a-priori object knowledge (face to be analyzed) and
being help by a parametric model (79 facial points
landmarked scheme), allow to estimate the object shape
with a high precision level. ASMs bring the advantage of
handle with problems as noise, occlusions, illumination
changes and elements that could add variations to the
analyzed image background. From the detected features,
it is possible to perform eye closure and opening mouth
rank measurement, to calculate the fatigue associated
parameters as PERCLOS, AECS and YawFrec.
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II. ACTIVE LOCATING FACIAL FEATURES

Automatic and accurate location of facial features is
difficult. The variety of human faces, expressions, facial
hair, glasses, poses, and lighting contribute to the
complexity of the problem. Concerning face localization,
very robust techniques have been developed in late 90s
based on neural networks. In 2004, Viola and Jones [23]
proposed a new algorithm based on integral images and
robust classification that achieves very good results and
guarantees high performance. Both these approaches
belong to the image-based subclass of the face detection
techniques. More recently also feature-base approaches
demonstrated a reasonable level of efficiency.

ASMs is a commonly used technique for facial feature
extraction[24-25]. This technique is similar to the Active
Contour Model, or snakes, but has the advantage that
instances of an ASM can only deform in the ways found
in its training set. ASM also allows considerable
variability in shape modeling, but the model is specific to
the class of target objects or structures that it intends to
represent.

A. Active Shape Models
The classical ASM is characterized by its use of the

Mahalanobis distance on one-dimensional profiles at each
landmark and a linear point distribution model. Training
determines the characteristics of the profile and point
distribution models.

A landmark represents a distinguishable point present
in most of the images under consideration. A set of
landmarks forms a shape. Shapes are represented as
vectors: all the x-followed by all the y-coordinates of the
points in the shape. A shape model is described by n
landmark points that represent the important positions in
the object to be represented. These points are generated
based on a set of training shapes. Each training shape x is
represented as a shape vector, which is a collection of
landmark points called a point distribution model

0 0 1 1 1 1( , , , , , , , , , )Tk k n nx x y x y x y x y    (1)

Where T represents the transpose operation, and (xk, yk)
are the coordinates of the kth landmark point.

The training shapes are all aligned by translation,
rotation and scaling for minimizing the sum of squared
distances between their corresponding landmark points.
Then, the mean shape x and the deviation of each
training shape from the mean are calculated. Principal
component analysis (PCA) is then applied to capture
most of the shape variations. Therefore, a shape model
can be approximated as follows:

x x Pb  (2)
Where P=(p1 p2... pt) is the matrix whose columns are

the first t eigenvectors with the largest eigenvalues
arranged in descending order, and b=(b1 b2... bt)T is a
weight vector for the t eigenvectors, referred to as the
shape parameters. When fitting the shape model to an
object, the value of bi is constrained to lie within the
range ±3 standard deviations. This can ensure that this
range of the shape parameters can represent most of the

shape variations in the training set. The number of
eigenvectors t to be used is determined such that the
eigenvectors can represent a certain amount of the shape
variations in the training shapes, usually ranging from
90% to 95%. The desired number of eigenvectors t is
given by the smallest t which satisfies

1 1
0.95

t N

i i
i i
 

 

  (3)

Where N is the total number of eigenvectors available.

B. Locating Facial Features
A straight forward way to improve the mean fit is to

increase the number of landmarks in the model. Fitting a
landmark tends to help fitting other landmarks, so results
are improved by fitting more landmarks than are actually
needed. Search time increases roughly linearly with the
number of landmarks. The landmark scheme used by us
consists of 79 facial points as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 8. Landmarking scheme used in our ASM implementation

The classical ASM uses a one-dimensional profile at
each landmark, but using two-dimensional profiles can
give improved fits. Instead of sampling a one dimensional
line of pixels along the whisker, we sample a square
region around the landmark. Intuitively, a 2D profile area
captures more information around the landmark and this
information if used wisely should give better results.
A set of landmarks forms a shape. The ASM starts the
search for landmarks from the mean shape aligned to the
position and size of the face determined by a global face
detector. We locate facial features by locating landmarks
using active shape model, including the location of the
left eye pupil, the right eye pupil and the mouth.

III. FATIGUE CHARACTERIZATION MEASUREMENT

As mentioned in the earlier section, ASM model will
be used to estimate the shape of the subject’s face and
with this get the 79 facial points that make up the
parametric model. These points will be used to determine
the movements and variations in shape of the regions of
eyes and mouth, on which there will be realized the
measurement of three parameters PERCLOS, AECS and
YawnFrec. PERCLOS and AECS are measurements that
characterize the movement of the eyelids. PERCLOS has
been already validated and it has been that is the
parameter most adapted to detect the fatigue [26]. AECS
is a good indicator of fatigue, and it has been defined as
the necessary quantity of time to close or open
completely the eyes. The degree of eye closure is
characterized by the shape of the pupil, it has been
observed that when the eyes are closed, the pupil is
occluded by the eyelids doing that his form makes to
itself more elliptical. The degree of eye closure is
computed as the ratio between the axis of the pupil’s
ellipse and with this one a record takes in the time to
obtain the PERCLOS [27]. Otherwise, studies have
shown that a person tired AECS is typically different
from that of an alert person [28].
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Figure 8. The ocular and mouth regions represented by SAM

A fatigued person is characterized by few expressions
show because there is minimal activity of facial muscles,
with the yawning or opening the mouth the most common
expression. Monitoring the movements of the lips can be
detected on open mouth position, provided that the
features around the mouth to deviate from its closed
configuration. The opening of the mouth is computed as
the ratio between of its height and width. This
measurement is used to estimate the YawFrec. The Figure
1 shows the landmarks chosen to analyze the subject’s
fatigue.

A. Eyelid Movement Characterization
To calculate PERCLOS and AECS, there has been

propose to follow the pupil steadily and determinate the
eye closure rank in an accumulative way on time, by
using the axis reason on the pupil ellipse. An individual
eye closure is defined as the difference of time between
two moments to which the pupil size is 20% or less
compared to the normal size. One individual closure
velocity is defined as the time period where the pupil size
is between 20% and 80% compared to the nominal pupil
size. In order to realize those measurements, it is
proposed to apply the described methodology on [5], with
the difference not to be calculated the eye closure rank
using its ellipse reason, but using the eye vertex defined
on the 79 points landmarking scheme model(fig.1). More
specifically using the 24, 25, 26, 27,28, 29, 30 and 31
eyelid vertex for the left eye and 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22
and 23 for the right.

The distance D(i,j) between landmarks i and j is
defined as

22 )()(),( jiji yyxxjiD  (3)

According to the polynomial shape of the eyes
and mouth, the eye closure rank is calculated by

3
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From the Equations 4 and 5, when the eye closure rank
is less or equal to 20% of maximum distance between the
eyelid, it is considered that the eyes are closed. According
to the work accomplish on [29], if the eyes are close
during 5 consecutive frames, it could be considered as the
diver falling sleep.

B. Lips Movement Characterization
To calculate the mouth opening frequency, is necessary

to know the mouth opening rank, which is represented by
the mouth’s high and the width reason. The mouths high
is represented by the distance between upper lip and

down lip, and the mouths width is represented by the
distance between the left corner and the right one. The
opening rank graphic is known as the YawnFrec and this
can be seen as peaks yawns To perform the mouth
opening rank measurement, it is proposed to use the
mouth vertexes gotten by the 79 facial points
landmarkding scheme (fig.1). More specifically there
must be use the vertexes that would define the mouth
extremes (right 32, right 38, up 39, 40 and 41, and down
43, 44 and 45).

The mouth opening is defined as

3
)2317()2218()2119( 


DDDCRightEye (6)

Through the work on [30], if the mouth opening rank is
above 0.5 in more than 20 consecutive frames, it could be
consider as the driver yawning.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

Data Collection
In order to test the effectiveness of the proposed

approach, a USB industrial Camera has been installed in
a car, as shown in figure 3. This camera allows the
recording of several minutes of video during typical
driving situations.

We collected data from 6 acquisition sessions of the
same driver in different moments of the day and various
conditions of ambient light. The user was driving both
wearing glasses or not, without caring about the position
of the seat and of the camera such as fig.4. Each session
consists of 3 minutes of video recording, manually
classified as follows:

(1) About one minute of normal driver behavior: the
driver looks at the road straight-away or to rear view
mirrors;

(2) About one minute of simulated fatigue effects: the
driver closes the eyes and simulates nodding;

(3) About one minute of distracted behavior: the driver
looks up, down or laterally.

The proposed driver fatigue detection algorithm is
tested on Intel Pentium, 2.9 GHz CPU with 2.0 GB RAM
with OpenCV2.0 equipped with Microvision MV-
1300UM camera as a video source to capture the images
in real time. The format of the input video is 45fps @ 640
* 480 true color.

(1) Camera set (2) sample frame captured

Figure 8. Fig.3 Camera set and sample frame captured
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Figure 8. Samples of frame with normal attention states and inattentive
states

B. Results
As detailed in the previous section, the proposed

approach is composed of three processing blocks. In the
first block, each video frame (a 640 * 480 pixels true
color image, see figure 4) is passed to the Viola-Jones
detector. The resulting region of interest is cropped
around the center of the region, giving rise to a small
frame of fixed dimension (320 * 320 pixels). If the
detected ROI is smaller then 320 * 320 pixels, remaining
pixels are set to zero.

In the second processing block, the active shape model
choose takes in input the extracted ROIs and computes
the 79 points landmarks used different for locating facial
feature, including locating the eyes and mouth regions.
The landmarks locate the facial feature. In our test, we
use the 1D profile model and 2D profile model
respectively in the same test data images.

In the third processing block, the eyelid and lips
movement characterization are measured using the
choose landmarks.

The algorithm was tested on various persons with
different size, shape and color of eyes, skin color, facial
hairs and gender. For small head movements, the
algorithm rarely loses track of the eyes and has a
tolerance on head rotation of up to 30 degrees in azimuth.
The result of the facial features locating for fatigue
detection of algorithm is shown in Table 1.

Table 1 summarizes the results of our list experiment
using active shape models on the test data sets
respectively. We compared our scheme against two other
implementations, 1D classical ASM (that uses only 1D
profiling and the Mahalanobis distance metric) and
stacked ASM (that uses a two stage ASM approach with
1D profiling used list followed by 2D profiling and the
Mahalanobis distance metric).

TABLE III.
FATIGUE DETECTION ACCURACY OF 1D AND 2D PROFILING ASMS

Accuracy 1D profiling 2D profiling

Normal Behavior 94.5% 96.4%

Fatigue Behavior 90.2% 92.3%

Distracted Behavior 89.7% 93.6%

All models were trained on the same set of images. On
the 1D profile model, our implementation outperformed
the classical ASM algorithm by slightly average 91.3%
on normal behavior, fatigue behavior and distracted
behavior fitting error and the average normalized fitting
error and was more accurate than stacked ASM by 8.18%
on both counts. Similar results were obtained on the 2D
profile model test, where our method was 3% more
accurate than 1D profile conventional ASM.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper was presented the characterization of
fatigue based on the facial feature locating using active
shape models. The analyzed regions correspond to the
eyes and the mouth on which detection and tracking of
features is done using the 79 points landmarking scheme.
The results show that the estimation of the points is exact
and complies with the requests for this type of systems.
Through quantitative analysis evaluated the robustness of
the ASM model in feature detection, which is maintained
in nominal range pose. The used model and the
methodology of characterization showed efficiency to
detect the fatigue in 94.2% of the evaluated cases. In
addition, due to high accuracy in detecting and
characterizing features proposed to estimate parameters
associated with fatigue as the PERCLOS, AECS and
YawFrec to determine the presence of this, the designed
system has great potential for detect fatigue in the early
stages, being of great interest in vial research prevention.
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Abstract—The model of determining soybean moisture was
built using near-infrared spectroscope(NIRS) and the Foss
XDS system as the analyzer the influences on the model of
factors such as the mathematics methods and optics
treatment methods were studied the calibrations of the
moisture content in soybean were also performed the
results showed that the best factors were SNV only for optic
treatment method and 1.4.4.1 for mathematics method. The
correlation coefficient(1-VR) was 0.9907, the average
determination coefficient of validation(R²) was 0.9937, the
square error of cross(SEC) was 0.0966, the square error of
cross validation(SEVC) was 0.1272, and the standard error
of prediction(SEP) was 0.135. This model could substitute
for tradition chemical method to determine the moisture
content in soybean.

Index Terms —near-infrared ,spectroscopy ,soybean ;
moisture

I. INTRODUCTION

Near-infrared spectroscope technique is applied to
analysis grain composition has a long history nearly 50
years. The technique has been widely used all over the
world because of its many advantages such as Non-
destructive, simple operation, large processing quantity,
objective and accurate, fast and no pollution. Near-
infrared spectroscopy technique established the
relationship between the absorption spectrum and the
content of substance, test material such as protein,
carbohydrate, moisture etc. All above are based on using
OH, C, and NH groups in the near infrared
region(800~2500nm) of frequency doubling and sum
frequency absorption. In recent years, with the
development of computer technology and chemometrics
method, near infrared detection is getting more and more
attention, especially the grain and oil and its products has
got relatively rapid development.

Water is an important index of the quality of soybean,
however it can be pretty time consuming by using
conventional standards to determine the moisture of
soybean, so, establish the near infrared standard model
which is a rapid science and reasonable detection method.
In this paper, using near infrared diffuse reflectance
spectrum analyzer, scanning 150 soybean samples
spectrum in different areas from Henan, Liaoning and
Inner Mongolia, and using the conventional standard
method to detect the water content of all samples,
establish the near infrared model of soybean moisture
and verify the accuracy of the model which laid the

foundation of near infrared spectroscopy technique in
study on the quality of soybean in China.

II. MATERIALS AND METHOD

A. materials
Soybean samples which come from Henan, Lioaning,

Inner Mongolia
B. Instrument

The FW-135 type publisher, XDS type FOSS NIR
spectrum analyzer
C.Test method
1. GB/T 5497-1985
2. Near infrared analysis method
3. Spectral collection
Near infrared spectra collected is performed

simultaneously with the conventional detection, and
completed within the same day. Crushed samples passing
through 40 mesh sieve, and use of nature packing
method. Each sample was repeated 2 times by loading
the sample. To overcome the inhomogeneity, we taking
the average spectral collection method after scanning
each loading sample. The scanning wavelength range of
400~2498nm, scanning for 32 times. One of the samples’
near infrared spectroscopy as shown in figure 1.

FIGURE.1 Wavelength
4. The establishment of mathematical model of NIRS

Choose 100 samples as calibration sample to set
correction model, sample moisture distribution shown in
figure 2. By using WIN ISI calibration software to set up
the model of soybean moisture content. And analysis the
influence on model results condition, the spectral
scattering process, mathematical processing parameters
so that select the optimum model parameters.

FIGURE2. Measurement of soybean moisture content
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5. Model Test
Model test using two methods: internal cross

validation and external validation. Internal cross
validation is in turn eliminate sample group of one or
more samples, with the remaining samples to modeling
and forecasting removed sample composition. By
comparing the difference between the rejection samples
prediction value and actual value. Thus determine the
accuracy of prediction model. External validation is
choosing a number of independent samples, through
comparing the differences between the prediction value
of independent samples and actual analysis value to
determine the model’s forecast accuracy.

Ⅲ. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A.Analysis of the results of calibration moisture content
of soybean samples

The results of determination of moisture content of
samples one shown in table 1. The table 1 shows that the
determination error of all samples was less than 1.03%.
The amplitude of the water content in the sample is large,
basically covering the varieties of soybean moisture
content, and also, with a good sample representation.

B.Effects of modeling parameter
The main parameters that influence model are the

optical processing method and mathematical method of
near infrared spectroscopy, optical processing, None
optical processing, standard normal treatment combined
to bias technology, standard normal treatment, Deviation
technology, standardized multiplicative scatter correction,
weighted scatter correction, inversion of multiple scatter
correction.

The mathematical treatment method: select of 0.0.1.1,
1.4.4.1 two mathematic methods as effect factors to
investgate the 14 calibration equation of model.

C. Analysis model of internal cross validation and
external validation results
1.The results of internal cross validation

Model of internal cross validation results as shown in
table 3. As can be seen from table 3, there are good
results of soybean moisture content by using near in
frared spectroscopy, the interactive calibration
coefficient of determination reached as 0.9908.
Calibration corfficient of determination is 0.9939,
standard error is 0.0967, interactive calibration standard
error is 0.1273.

2. Results of external inspection
The calibration model external inspection results as

shown in table 4.

Table 4 shows that the T test value of the measured
value and predicted value did not reach significant level,
the test effect shows in figure 3.

FIGURE3. Prediction of soybeam moisture content
As you can see from figure 3, the correlation of

measured values and predicted values is very high. The
results illustrate the near infrared spectroscopy
technology can be used in detecting the moisture content
of soybean.

Ⅳ. CONCLUSION

This paper uses the near infrared spectroscopy
technology to established near infrared analysis of
soybean moisture content model, and validates the
accuracy of detection model.

The experimental results shows that, the correlation
among the sample forecast value and the measurement
value is very high. This technology can totally be used as
a method for the determination soybean moisture content.
It can also replace the conventional standard methods in
studying the rapid evaluate the soybean quality.
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Abstract: High filling behind bridge abutment is very
common. Because of higher filling, subsidence and
deformation which occur over time lead to weakening of
integral strength, consequently the stability and security of
nearby bridge structure will be affected. Against the
background of some continuous steel structure bridge, this
thesis adopts ABAQUS finite element software to conduct
contacting nonlinear analysis on No. 7 pier of this
continuous steel structure bridge, research on causes of its
cracks, analyze respective influence on this pier due to
damage mechanism of pier, pile foundation and cushion cap,
factors including volume-weight, elasticity modulus,
Poisson's ratio, cohesive force and internal friction angle of
soil mass, and original topographic conditions, and mainly
focus on variation laws of horizontal displacement and
stress calculation results of all points on the pier.

Keywords: High filling; pier, consolidation settlement,
lateral displacement, status nonlinearity

I. OVERVIEW

Spoil phenomenon is very common in practical
engineering projects, and the spoil will generate
unbalanced soil pressure on one side of the pier, thus the
pier will bear vertical load, horizontal load, oblique load
or moment of force, thus, there may be larger lateral
deformation, which directly influences the stability of the
pier 1 . Generally speaking, when soil is in an unstable
status, lateral displacement of soil mass is more
dangerous than vertical settlement, especially for
concrete bridge piers. The bearing capacity for horizontal
load hasn't been considered during design process of
piers, so that researches on damage mechanism of piers
under the action of filling and influences of filling on
safety performance of the entire bridge are of great
importance 2.

Action mechanism of high filling on piers

Actions of high filling means that apply a load on
original foundation soil, the load will increase vertical
load and generate a horizontal thrust on a part of the pier
above ground. Influence of ground filling on adjacent

pile(s) is a complex question, which is mainly manifested
in two aspects: 1. Unstable status of filling leads to a
tendency that soil mass will slide down along original
ground to squeeze the pier, thus the pile will bring about
additional displacement and bending moment of pile
body, even shear failure. 2. Filling causes deformation of
consolidation settlement of soil mass around the pier, soil
mass will have downward displacement relative to the
pile, thus downward force of negative friction appears in
pier body, which increases axial load of the pier and
produces additional settlement, and usually the settlement
is nonuniform, which goes against superstructure 3.

II. PROJECT PROFILE OF NO. 7 PIER OF SOME
CONTINUOUS STEEL STRUCTURE BRIDGE

General information of this continuous steel
structure bridge: Central elevation of bridge floor is
220m, overall width of bridge floor is 20m, net width
of carriageway is 15m, and width of sidewalk is
2*2.5m. This bridge is a continuous steel structure
bridge of steel tube concrete composite truss with
three 120m spans and two 75.4m side spans. General
layout of this bridge is shown in figure 2-1.

No. 7 pier of this continuous steel structure bridge
is located at K0+678 point of Tianxian Lake No.12
land block bank-protection engineering in
comprehensive treatment engineering of Zhuxi River.
No. 7 pier adopts H-type reinforced concrete
structure, and uses the foundation type of socketed
pile, while foundation bearing stratum is moderately
weathered bed rock. There are 3-level bank-
protection side slopes to south and west side of No.7
pier, which forms concave landform because of
unloading. General site terrain is high in the north
and east but low in the south and west, and it’s
mainly the stratum including artificial filling, broken
and silty clay, allurial-diluvialsand pebble soil and
the Upper Shaximiao Formation of Middle Jurassic.
Site soil layer has large thickness, loose structure,
poor engineering geological conditions, abundant
underground water and medium-complexity
hydrogeological conditions.
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Figure 2-1 General layout of some continuous steel structure bridge

III. MODEL CALCULATION AND ACTUAL DISEASE
ANALYSIS

For No.7 pier of some continuous steel structure bridge,
the height of central straining beam is 0.8m, pier height is
62.408m, cushion cap dimension is 13.5m*10.5m*3.5m,
and underneath the cushion cap is pile foundation whose
length is 24.5m, and diameter is 2m. 200m is adopted
both in longitudinal and lateral direction to conduct
model calculation for high filling.

Figure3-1 Spatial model for the pier

Figure3-2 Spatial model for pile soil of the pier
Only actions of high filling and gravity to the pier are

considered in this model, and vertical load of

superstructure is out of question. Results of stress and
horizontal displacement calculated in this model is shown
in Figure 3-3~Figure 3-6.

Figure 3-3 MISES stress diagram of pier pile

Figure 3-4 Horizontal displacement (U1) diagram of pier pile
From Figure 3-3 MISES stress diagram of pier pile, we

can see that maximum stress is located at the position
where right-side thin-wall pier of No. 7 pier is connected
with the cushion cap, and the maximum value is
14.36MPa.

From Figure 3-4 Horizontal displacement (U1)
diagram of pier pile and Figure 3-5 MISES stress
diagram of cushion cap pile foundation, we can see that
the displacement of cushion cap and pile foundation is
very small, but the displacement of pier is bigger, and the
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maximum value is 12.54cm, which coincides with cracks
existing in No. 7 pier. Maximum actual observed
displacement of No. 7 pier is 11.91cm, which is close to
calculation results. Under the actions of high filling,
displacement of the pier reaches up to 12.54cm, which
shows that high filling has great influences on the
displacement of the pier, and it’s the main factor of pier
displacement. At the lowest straining beam under the pier,
horizontal displacements of vertical thin-wall piers both
to the left and right side are inconsistent, thus
incongruous deformations lead to phenomena of cracks in
straining beam. Stress of cushion cap is shown in Figure
3-6, stress of cushion cap is distributed unevenly,
maximum stress is concentrated in connection locations
with upper bridge pier, and maximum stress value is
8.66Mpa. This phenomenon of stress concentration
results in cracks of cushion cap, and the fact is also
certified by damage observation results of No. 7 pier.

Figure 3-5 MISES stress diagram of cushion cap pile foundation

Figure 3-6 MISES stress diagram of cushion cap

IV. PARAMETER ANALYSIS OF SOIL MASS CALCULATIONS

Many factors have influences on pile-soil interactions,
such as geometrical shape and height of soil mass,
material parameter of the filling, shape of original
landform, pile diameter of the pier, and all established
finite element models. Influence analysis of these factors
on pile soil is required to accurately analyze the damage
mechanism of piles under the actions of high filling.
Utilizing ABAQUS finite element software, this thesis
conducts analysis on the influences of various soil mass
models and original landform conditions on pile soil, and
discusses influencing rules of horizontal displacement
and stress of piers.

Constitutive model of soil mass material in this thesis
adopts extended Mohr-coulomb model, and in this model
there are 5 related parameters, which are volume-weight
of soil mass γ, elasticity modulus E, Poisson's ratio v,

internal friction angle φ and cohesive force c respectively.
Here analysis on various factors is conducted.

4.1. Influences of volume-weight of soil mass
Volume-weight values of soil mass are 10kN/m3,

20kN/m3, 30kN/m3, which are adopted to analyze
influences of different volume-weight of soil mass on the
pier.

Figure 4-1 Influences of soil mass volume-weight on maximum
primary stress of the pier

Figure 4-2 Influences of soil mass volume-weight on horizontal
displacement (U1) of the pier

From Figure4-1~Figure 4-2, we can see that horizontal
displacement increases along with the increase of soil
mass volume-weight. This is because when soil mass
volume-weight increases, vertical load of subsoil mass
will increase, lateral deformation of soil mass will
enlarge, downward tendency of soil mass will be bigger,
thus anti-skid force of the pier will also increase
accordingly. When soil mass volume-weight increases,
soil pressure suffered by the pier will also increase 4.

4.2. Influences of elasticity modulus of soil mass
Elasticity modulus values of soil mass are 10MPa,

20MPa, and 30MPa, which are adopted to analyze
influences of different elasticity modulus of soil mass on
the pier.
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Figure 4-3 Influences of soil mass elasticity modulus on primary
stress of the pier

Figure 4-4 Influences of soil mass elasticity modulus on horizontal
displacement (U1) of the pier

Theoretically, if the elasticity modulus is bigger,
lateral deformation of soil mass, soil pressure suffered by
the pier and horizontal displacement will be smaller; On
the contrary, if the elasticity modulus is smaller, lateral
deformation of soil mass, soil pressure suffered by the
pier and horizontal displacement will be bigger. Results
simulated by finite element software is shown in Figure
4-3 and Figure 4-4, and we can see that along with the
increase of elasticity modulus, maximum primary stress
and horizontal displacement of the pier will be smaller.
This also shows that simulated results are consistent with
the theory 5.

4.3. Influences of Poisson's ratio of soil mass
Poisson's ratio values of soil mass are 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4,

which are adopted to analyze influences of different
elasticity modulus of soil mass on primary stress and
horizontal displacement of the pier.

Figure 4-5 Influences of soil mass Poisson's ratio on primary stress
of the pier

Figure 4-6 Influences of soil mass Poisson's ratio on horizontal

displacement (U1) of the pier

From Figure 4-5, we can see that when the value of
Poisson's ratio is 0.2, 0.3 or 0.4, distribution rules tend to
consistency: Along with the increase of Poisson's ratio,
primary stress of the pier becomes smaller. From Figure
4-6, we can see that horizontal displacement (U1) of the
pier becomes smaller with the increase of Poisson's ratio.

4.4. Influences of cohesive force of soil mass
Cohesive force values of soil mass are 32kPa, 42kPa

and 52kPa, which are adopted to analyze influences of
different cohesive force of soil mass on primary stress
and horizontal displacement of the pier. Theoretically,
influences of cohesive force on plastic deformation of
soil mass is very big, if the cohesive force is bigger, the
plastic deformation will be smaller, and stability of soil
mass increases along with the increase of cohesive force.
This shows that influences of cohesive force on the
stability of soil mass are very big.

Figure 4-7 Influences of soil mass cohesive force on maximum
primary stress of the pier

Figure 4-8 Influences of soil mass cohesive force on horizontal
displacement (U1) of the pier

From Figure 4-7, we can see that the pier has similar
deformation shapes under different cohesive forces, and
horizontal displacement (U1) of the pier decreases with
the increase of cohesive force. From Figure 4-8, we can
see that for variational cohesive forces, soil pressure of
the pier has similar distribution patterns, which are all
similar to parabola. Soil pressure has different action
ranges on the pier, if the cohesive force is bigger, the soil
pressure becomes closer to the end of pier; when
cohesive force of soil mass materials increases,
maximum soil pressure acted on the pier gradually turns
towards to the end of pier. Meanwhile, we can see that
with the increase of cohesive force, maximum soil
pressure acted on the pier decreases, and relative
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horizontal displacement of the pier also decreases.
Results of numerical simulation totally coincide with the
theory, which verifies that if the cohesive force of soil
mass is bigger, the status of soil mass will be more stable,
soil pressure acted on the pier will become smaller and
displacement of the pier will also be smaller 6.

4.5. Influences of internal friction angle of soil mass
With other conditions unchanged, internal friction

angel values of soil mass are 15°, 17.5°, and 20°, which
are adopted to analyze influences of different internal
friction angle of soil mass on primary stress and
horizontal displacement of the pier.

Figure 4-9 Influences of soil mass internal friction angle on
maximum primary stress of the pier

Figure 4-10 Influences of soil mass internal friction angle on
horizontal displacement (U1) of the pier

Obviously, the stability of soil mass have been greatly
influenced by the friction angle, the bigger the friction
angel is, the more stable the soil mass will be. Figure 4-
9~Figure 4-10 give out different friction angle, maximum
primary press suffered by the pier, and the situation of
horizontal displacement. It’s shown that influences of
friction angle and cohesive force on the stress and
displacement characteristics of the pier are also obvious;
but what’s different is that the bigger the friction angle is,
the smaller the soil pressure suffered by the pier will be.
Besides, the location where there is the maximum
primary stress is also greatly influenced by the friction
angle; If the friction angle is smaller, the distribution
scope of soil pressure suffered by the pier will be bigger;
When the friction angle is very big, the soil mass will be
in a stable status under the action of friction force, and
the stress suffered by the pier will be smaller, which is
just the reverse of influences of cohesive force.

V. CONCLUSION

This thesis introduces action mechanism of high filling
on the pier, utilizes ABAQUS finite element software to
conduct status nonlinear analysis to No. 7 pier of some
bridge from a project case, and compares analysis results
with actual damages of No. 7 pier. And then it finds the
influence rules on primary stress and horizontal
displacement of the pier from many aspects, including
soil mass γ, elasticity modulus E, Poisson's ratio v,
internal friction angle φ and cohesive force c.
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Computing the Least Quantile of Squares
Estimation with Aggregate Homopoty Method

Z. G. Yan
Accounting School, Jiangxi University of Finance and Economics, Nanchang, Jiangxi, PR China

Abstract—The difficulty in computing the least quantile of
squares (LQS) estimate, which minimizes the m smallest
squared residual for a given data set, is due to the
nondifferention and many local minima of the objective
function. In this paper, based on aggregate homotopy
method, we present an algorithm to compute LQS estimate
not only valuable for linear model, but also for nonlinear
regression. Numerical experiments illustrate the efficiency
of our algorithm.

Index Terms—least quantile squares, multiple linear
regression, nonlinear regression, min-max-min problem,
aggregate homotopy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Rousseeuw(1984, [1]) defined the LQS estimator. For
observed data points ( , ) , 1,2, , ,p

i iu v R R i m    the
regression model is given by:

( , ) , 1, 2, , ,i i iu f v x r i m    (1)
where x is an unknow parameter vector and ir are
unknow errors. For a given estimate ,x we denote the
residuals as ( ) ( , )i i ir x u f v x  . The LTS estimator is
defined as

2
( )

* arg min ( ),
n m

x R
x r x


  (2)

where 2 2
(1) ( )( ) ( )mr x r x is the rearrangement of all the

square residuals.
Several algorithms have been proposed to LQS

estimate. For the linear model, the typical exact algorithm
is proposed by Stromberg in [2]. Under the Haar
condition assumption, computes the Chebyshev fit to
each 1p  element subset. The fit with the least

thm smallest squared residual is the exact value. Because
of the complexity of computing Chebyshev fit to all
( 1)-elementp  subsets, this algorithm is feasible only for

50m  and 5p  ([2]). Since for slightly big data set the
exact algorithm is infeasible or takes too long time, LQS
regression is mostly computed by an approximate
algorithm, called PROGRESS, proposed by Rousseeuw
and Leroy in [1]. This algorithm calculates the exact fit to

-elementp subset chosen randomly. This procedure is
repeated many times, and the fit with the least thm
smallest squared residual is retained. This algorithm can
also be used for nonlinear model by computing the
Chebyshev fit to many .-subsetsm Although with
satisfying speed, the convergence of PROGRESS is not

guaranteed and the result is even not a stationary point
usually (see [3]).

In this paper, we don't decompose the problem but
transform it to a min-max-min problem, then solve it by
aggregate homotopy method ([4]). The structure of the
paper is as follows. We first establish min-max-min
problem for LQS estimate, and analyse its properties.
Next, we adopt aggregate homotopy method to solve it.
At last, we show the performance of our algorithm by
several examples.

II. MIN-MAX-MIN PROBLEM FOR LQS ESTIMATE

In this section, we offer a min-max-min representation
for LQS estimate. Let 1{ , , }ma a a  be a finite set of real
numbers and ( )ma  be the thm smallest element among
them. Because ( )ma  can be represented as

1
( ) max ,min

mm
ii IIma a

  



 (3)

where 1mm   is the set of all ( 1)m m  -subsets of the
index set {1, , }N m  . Denote 1k m m   , LQS estimate
may be rewritten as such min-max-min problem

2min{ ( ) max m ( ) .n }i
kn

ii IIx R
F x r x


 (4)

According to [4], suppose ( 1)h
ir C h  , if ( )F x is

locally lipschitz at *x and ( )F x attains its local
minimum at *x , then there exist 0,I kI  

and 0,
iI

i I   , such that

* *

* *

2 *

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) 0,

1, 1, 0, 0,

i

k

i i

k

I I i
I x i I x

I I I I
I x i I x

r x 

   
 

 

  



   


 

 
(5)

where
* * 2 *

* 2 * 2 *

( ) { : ( ) min ( )},

( ) { : min ( ) ( )}.
k k ii I

i ii I

x I F x r x

I x i I r x r x




   

  
(6)

(5) is the generalized KKT system of (4) and the point
satisfying (5) is called the generalized KKT point of (4).

III. ALGORITHM AND ITS CONVERGENCE

In this section, we introduce aggregate homotopy
method to solve (4).

As to the nonsmooth function
1

( ) max ( )ii m
g x g x

 
 , based

on maximum entropy principle, X. S. Li deduced a
smooth function in [5], called aggregate function, to
approximate ( ).g x Let 0,t  the mostly
used aggregate function is defined as
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1

( )( , ) ln[ exp ( )],
m

i

i

g xg x t t
t

  (7)

and ( , ) ( )g x t g x a.s. 0t  :
( ) ( , ) ( ) ln .g x g x t g x t m  

Later in [4], to smooth
1 1

mi( ) max ( )n ,
i
iji m j l

g x g x
  

 B. Yu

proposed a hierarchical aggregate function

1

( , )( , ) ln[ exp( )],
i

i

m

x tt
t

g x t 
 

 
where

1

( )
( , ) ln[ exp( )],

i

ij

j l
i

g x
x t t

t


 

 
and ( , ) ( )g x t g x a.s. 0t  . Hence, we can define

( , )( , ) ln[ exp( )],
k

I

I

x tF x t t
t




  (8)

where
2 ( )( , ) ln[ exp( )],i

I
i I

r xx t t
t




  (9)

to smooth ( )F x defined in (4). Then, aggregate homotopy
method can be adopted to solve this problem.
Theorem 1 ([4], Theorem 3) If 2 ( ) ( 2)h

ir x C h 

satisfying the following assumption 1: There exist
0M  , nx R ,such that for all x x M  , it has

2 ( ) ( ) 0, 1,2, , .T
ir x x x i m    

Choose a small constant (0,1]  , then for almost
all 0 nx R , aggregate equation

0( , ) (1 ) ( , ) ( ) 0,xH x t t F x t t x x      (10)
determines a smooth curve  , which starts from 0( ,1)x
and approaches to the plane 0t  . Moreover, if *( ,0)x
is a limit point of  on the hyperplane 0t  , then *x is
a generalized KKT point of (4).

The Predictor-Corrector method (see [6] for details) is
usually adopted to numerically trace the homotopy path

. Moreover, to reduce the computation cost, truncated
aggregate homotopy method has been proposed in [7] to
trace the homotopy path efficiently for nonlinear
programming. Here, we can also use the truncated
aggregate technique. For each iteration point ( , ) nx t R R  ,
choose a parameter 0  , denote

2 2
( )( , ) { | ( ) ( ) | ,1 }i mN x i r x r x i m      ,

2 2
( )( , ) { ( ) ( ) ,1 },i mN x i r x r x i m        (11)

' { ( , ) | #( ) },
k

I N x I k   

where #( ( , )) ( #( ( , )) 1,mk N x N x      and the symbol
#( )I denotes the capacity of set .I Then aggregate
function value ( , )F x t is approximately equal to

'

'

( , )ln[ ex( , ) p( )],k

k

I

I
F x t

t
x tt 



  (12)

where
2 ( )( , ) ln[ exp( )],i

I
i I

r xx t t
t




  (13)

Moreover, since computing the Jacobi and Hessen of
( , )F x t is very expensive, we can use the Jacobi and

Hessen of ' ( , )kF x t to reduce the computation cost greatly.
Now, we consider adopting the truncated aggregate

technique to trace the homotopy path  efficiently. For
conciseness, we write ( , )v v x t .
Algorithm 1 (Truncated aggregate homotopy algorithm
for LQS)
Data. 0

00, , 1.nx R t   

Parameters. Initial steplength 0 0;h  tolerance 710tolt
 ,

610 ,ct
 3min{10 ,1/ };tolH t maximum steplength

max ;h maximum inner iteration number ;inN truncated
parameter 0  .
Step 0. Unit tangent vector 0 , 0, 0.d k i 
(Predictor step)
Step 1. If 0 ,k tolt t  end the procedure; else go to Step
2.

Step 2. If 0,k  compute
1

1 .
|| ||

k k

k k k

v vd
v v









If ,k ct t go

to Step 3, else go to Step 4.
Step 3. Set ,0 , 0,k k k

kv v h d i   go to Step 5.

Step 4.Let
1

,tol k
k k

n

t t
h

d 


 and ,0 ,k k k

kv v h d  then correct

,0kv on the hyperplane .tolt t
(Corrector step)
Step 5. If , [0,1],k it  0.5 ,k kh h set, go to Step 2; else,
let ,

,( , ) ( , ),k i
k iv x t x t  go to Step 6.

Step 6. Compute ' ( , )kF x t according to (11)-(13). If
, ,|| ( ) ||k tolR v H  where

, ,0

( )
( ) ,

( )
Tk k k

H v
R v

d v v




 
  

  
with 0( ) (1 ) ( , ) ( ),kS

xH v t F x t t x x      go to Step 7;
else go to Step 8.

Step 7. Set max1 ,
1

,

min{1.5 , }, 3,
,

, ,
kk k i

k
k

h h i
v v h

h else




  


1,k k  go to Step 1.
Step 8. If ,ini N set 0.5 ,k kh h go to Step 3; else,
obtain , 1k iv  using truncated aggregate iteration,

, 1 , , 1 ,
, ,( ) ( ),k i k i k i k i
k kv v DR v R v 

  
set 1,i i  and go to Step 5.

In theory, the global convergence of above truncated
aggregate homotopy algorithm is guaranteed if  is
sufficiently small. The relative proofs for truncated
aggregate algorithms have been given in [7] and some
other papers. Here, we will not discuss it but aim to
introduce the good application effect of our algorithm.

IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT
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In this section, we give some numerical results,
comparing Algorithm 1 (TAH) with some other
algorithms, such as the PROGRESS algorithm and exact
algorithm proposed by Stromberg in [2] to show the
efficiency of our algorithm.

In example 1, 2 and 4, m is set as the integer proximal
to ( 1) / 2m p  ([2]). In example 3, it is set as the number
of non-outliers. During the computation in Algorithm 1,
we set parameters 0 0.1,h  0.3,maxh  0.1.  The
parameter Num denoting the running numbers of
Chebyshev fitting procedure for randomly subsets in
PROGRESS algorithm is set as 10000. All the
computations are done by running MATLAB 7.6.0 on a
laptop with AMD Turion (tm) 64  2 Mobile Technology
TL-58 CPU 1.9 GHz and 896M memory.

Example 1.[Regression through the origin, [2]] Fit the
data in Table 1 by a simple linear regression through the
origin. Here 1, 1, 10, 5.n p m m    Because it is a small
problem with 10,p

mC  each line passing through the
origin and one point of the set is calculated in
PROGRESS. However, it still can’t obtain the global
solution to LQS estimate. In this experiment, our
algorithm is executed five times for different initial
points 0x randomly generated from [0,1], and
while 0 0.6672,x  it obtains the global solution * 0.3848x  .

Example 2.[Cloud seeding data, [8]] This data
summarizes the results of a cloud seeding experiment
done in Florida in 1975. The data is fit using a multiple
linear regression model with six explanatory variables
and an intercept. For this example and the followings, our
algorithm is performed ten times with different initial
points roughly produced by proximate algorithm in low
computation cost. PROGRESS is also repeated ten times,
and in each time, the number of -subsetp chosen
randomly for exact fit is 3000.

Example 3. Initial data set is generated firstly
according to 1 2 3 42.1323 1.4356 0.7854 5.2496y x x x x    

5 6 77.2158 4.5424 6.0012x x x    ，ò where 2(0,0.1 ).Nò
Then data set is obtained by increasing the absolute error
of 20% points. Because exact algorithm can't deal with
so large problem, we only compare our algorithm with
PROGRESS.

Example 4. Consider rotated paraboloid data in [9].
Data points are generated similarly to the prescription
used in [9]: produce point 21 3( , , )i iiv uv R on an unrotated
paraboloid, add error item to iu , and make rotations and
translation. So, for a given data 1 2( , , )ii iv v u , we should
consider ransformation

1 2
1 2 3 5

1 2
4( , , ,1) ( , , ,1) ( , , , , ),ii i i iiv v u v v u T x x x x x

where 1 2 3 4 5 3 4 5 1 2( , , , , ) ( , , ) ( ) ( ),T x x x x x A x x x B x C x and , ,A B C
are defined as follows:

3 4 5

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

,
0 0 1 0

1x x x

A

 
 
   
  
 

1 1

1 1

1 0 0 0
0 cos( ) sin( ) 0

,
0 sin( ) cos( ) 0
0 0 0 1

x x
B

x x

 
 
   
  
 

2 2

2 2

cos( ) 0 sin( ) 0
0 1 0 0

sin( ) 0 cos( ) 0
0 0 0 1

x x

C
x x

 
 
   
  
 

.

Then residual
2 2

6
1 2( ) (( ).i i i iu x v vr x    Because exact

algorithm in [2] can't deal with nonlinear model, we only
compare our algorithm with PROGRESS. Especially, for
this nonlinear model, initial 0x in PROGRESS is set as
the least squares estimate for the entire data set.

From above numerical results, it can be seen that for
small linear model, such as example 1, our algorithm is
comparable to exact algorithm in fitting result and the
runtime is acceptable. When ,n m are enlarged a few,
such as example 2, compared with exact algorithm taking
more than one hour to get global solution, the advantage
of our algorithm is embodied fully that it is able to attain
the same estimate within only a few seconds. Moreover,
for large linear problem and nonlinear model, our
algorithm can obtain good solution within acceptable
time while exact algorithm is infeasible. Compared with
PROGRESS, the solution obtained by our algorithm is
always better. In addition, for some complex nonlinear
model, such as example 4, our algorithm is superior to
PROGRESS not only in fitting result but also in runtime
because the later also need Newton iteration in the exact
fit to -subsets.p

TABLE I.
DATA FOR EXAMPLE 1

v 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

u 0.3320 0.6590 0.9888 1.3194 1.6495 0.6596 1.3192 1.9815 2.6289 3.3011

TABLE II.
PERFORMANCE OF THREE ALGORITHMS

Example m n m

2 *
( ) ( )mr x CPU Time

TAH Exact
algorithm PROGRESS TAH Exact

algorithm PROGRESS
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1 10 1 5 0.0755 0.0755 0.1070 0.0940 0.0160 0.0150

2 24 7 15 0.1375 0.1375 0.2452 1.7820 >3600 1.3600

3 200 7 167 0.3463 _ 0.4282 0.9530 _ 1.3289

4 40 6 21 0.0191 _ 0.0323 3.0470 _ 6.4840
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Time Sensitive Social-based prediction routing
protocol in Socially-aware Opportunistic

Networks
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Abstract—Mobile devices are popular used in people’s life.
Generally, most of portable mobile devices are carried by
people. Thus, the mobility of mobile devices is influenced
heavily by people’s social relationship. Socially-aware
Opportunistic Networks are used in intermittently
connected networks by use of store-carry-and-forward
fashion. It is mainly based on social relationship to design
solutions for problem such as routing protocol or data
dissemination. In this paper, we exploit social relationship
about friendships information among people and use them
to predict the contact opportunities. We present Friend-
based Prediction routing protocol (FBP) and establish
experiment based on ONE. The simulation results show that
the efficiency of FBP outperforms Epidemic and PROPHET
in higher delivery ratio, lower overhead and shorter average
latency.

Index Terms—Opportunistic Networks; Friendship; Routing
Protocol.

I. INTRODUCTION

Thanks to the proliferation of portable devices and
mobile transmission technologies, several ubiquitous
applications and services have been developed recently.
Recently, short transmission wireless technologies such
as Bluetooth and WiFi have been exploited as a
promising solution to lighten the overload. Mobile nodes
can form Opportunistic Networks [1] or DTNs [2] which
are characterized with intermittent connection due to
nodes' mobility. It is the key problem in routing field to
predict future contact probability through studying nodes'
mobility property.

As the main carriers of mobile devices, humans are
usually regarded as mobile nodes in networks which their
social properties have big influence to their mobility.
Socially-aware Opportunistic Networks are mainly based
on social relationship to design solutions for problem
such as routing protocol or data dissemination.

In socially-aware Opportunistic Networks, mobile
nodes utilize opportunistic contact opportunity to deliver
messages using store-carry-and-forward fashion. When a
source node wants to deliver a message to a destination
node, several intermediate nodes may be selected to help
the forwarding process hop by hop. Usually, the node
which has more probability to meet the destination node
is prior selected.

Many social properties are exploited to found the
regularity of people’s mobility and predict the appropriate
intermediate nodes as forwarders. The community is

popular used in these works. People with some social
relationships (such as family member, friendships,
colleagues or same interests etc.) are formed community.
Members in same community have more opportunities to
meet than in different communities. However, it is
difficult to detect and maintain community structure.
Sometimes, mobile nodes only record parts of community
information related with themselves.

In this paper, we utilize friendship among mobile
nodes and their contact records to predict the future meet
probability. Friendship is one of the social relationships
which are easy to obtain and maintain. Generally, we
record our friend information in mobile devices. And
friends can meet more frequently. These friends are
direct-friends. Additionally, we take contact history into
consideration. When a mobile node NA deliver a message
successfully to another node NB, NB is recorded as
second-friend of NA.

II. RELATED WORK

Routing in Opportunistic Networks is challenging due
to lacking of end-to-end connection between source node
and destination node. In recent few years, lots of
researches about social related strategies have been
proposed to solve the routing problem.

Bubble Rap [5] defines k-clique community from
contact graph and hierarchical ranking tree to guide
routing. Nodes which can reach each other through a
series of adjacent k-cliques form a community. In
addition, MOPS [6] and LocalCom [7] construct
communities based on neighboring relationship from
nodes' encounter histories. MOPS considers not only the
direct but also the indirect neighboring relationship.
LocalCom presents a metric named similarity to construct
the neighboring graph which considers the encounter
frequency, encounter length, separation period in the
encounter history.

Our work in this paper aims to find a more easily
maintain standard to predict the future contact
opportunities. FBP utilizes direct-friend information and
second-friend information stored in mobile nodes to
predict the meet probability to destination node in order
to improve the delivery efficiency.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND IMPLEMENT

A. System Model
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Friend information is common used in reality. So our
routing protocol FBP is fit to the people’s reality life such
as students in school, colleagues in company. In this
section, we give the system model. We assume there are
N mobile nodes with short transmission wireless
technologies such as Bluetooth or WiFi. Each node need
to maintain their direct-friend information and second-
friend information. For the direct-friend information,
people can input them into the mobile device and
maintain manually. For the second-friend information,
the FBP routing protocol is responsible to store and
maintain. And the mobility of mobile devices is regular
through time. In one word, the structure of mobile node
is consisted of two parts, as shown in Fig 1.

Fig .1 The Structure of Mobile Node

Direct-friend and second-friend shares same structure
which is constructed of value-pair (ID, degree). Where ID
represent the friend node and the degree indicate the
contact strength of the friendship between two nodes. The
difference between them is that the degree of direct-
friend is based on contact times. The more contact times
in a time window, the higher the degree is. So the degree
of direct-friend is computed by using Eq. (1) as follows.
Where T is a time window, n is the meet times between
two nodes in T.





T

t

n
0

deg (1)

On the contrary, the degree of second-friend is based
on the successful delivery times. Considering the fewer
successful delivery times, we do not limit the time
window for degree of second-friend. Thus, the degree of
second-friend is based on Eq. (2) as follows.

 ndeg (2)

Finally, an evaporation process is necessary for the
degree by (3). γ and k is evaporation factor.

*deg_deg_ oldnew  (3)

B. System Implement.
In FBP, mobile nodes record and maintain not only

direct-friend information but also second friend
information according to contact times in a time window
and successful delivery respectively. When two nodes are
in transmission range, they exchange message according
to FBP, which consists of 4 steps. For implicitly

description, we assume the transmission is happened
between node NA and NB. And we give the detailed
introduction from NA’s aspect. NB does the same process
as NA.

1) NA firstly checks whether the NB is his friend. If
NB is one of friends, NA maintains the degree for NB in
direct-friend. Otherwise, go to 2).

2) For each message in NA, NA checks whether NB is
the destination. If NB is the destination, the message is
delivered to NB. On the same time, NA maintain the
second-friend information. Otherwise, go to 3).

3) NA and NB exchange the message list. The message
list consists of the destination information (ND) and
current meet probability. For example, message in
message list of NB has a meet probability between NB
and ND (supposed PBD), which is mainly based on
degree in (ND, degree) in NB. For each message, FBP
compute the meet probability between NA and ND,
supposed PAD. If PAD > PBD, the message is decided to
deliver from NB to NA.

4) Start the transmission process until beyond the
transmission range.

IV. SIMULATION

In the simulation, we use real data set collected by an
opportunistic mobile social application MobiClique
during SIGCOMM2009 conference [10]. The experiment
is carried out through the Opportunistic Network
Environment (ONE) Simulator [11]. The nodes are fixed
direct-friend information at the beginning. The messages
with 10 hours TTL are generated randomly.

We compare the effectiveness of our FBP with two
'non-oblivious' routing protocols: Epidemic and
PROPHET. Epidemic adopts a simple flooding method
which copies the messages to every encounter that has
not received a copy. Epidemic obtain highest delivery
ratio if buffer size is unlimited. However, it produces
highest overhead due to huge number of copies.
PROPHET is prediction-based routing which predicts and
selects the forwarders by the use of history encounter
records. It supposes that nodes meet in history will have
more opportunity to meet in the future. For PROPHET,
we use the default parameters provided by ONE.

(a) Delivery Ratio
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(b)Overhead

(c) Average Latency

(d) Average Hop Count
Fig.2 Efficiency Comparison

In Fig 2, we show comparison of all algorithms in
terms of delivery ratio, overhead ratio and average
latency under different simulation times respectively. The
simulation times are designed at 6 hour interval. That is
6,12, 18, 24, 30, 36 hours. As shown, the performance of
FBP outperforms Epidemic and PROPHET. In Fig 2, the
delivery ratio of FBP is far higher than Epidemic and
PEOPHET. For example, in 12 hours, FBP forwards
26.33% , which is much higher than Epidemic with
14.7% and PROPHET 10.7%. In Fig 3, the overhead of
FBP is 12.8, which is much lower than Epidemic with
716 and PROPHET 959. In Fig 4, the average latency of
FBP is 2523, which is close to Epidemic with 2846 and
PROPHET 1273.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a routing protocol in
socially-aware Opportunistic Networks, named friend
based prediction (FBP) . In FBP, each mobile device
records and maintains direct-friend information and
second-friend information respectively. And based this
information, FBP predict the higher meet probability to
the destination node as forwarder in order to improve the
efficiency. The simulation shows that FBP obtains the
predicted results.
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Abstract—For diversified investment portfolio risk
prediction, using thick tail GJR-Skewt model depicts a
single asset, biased characteristics, as well as non-linear
correlation structure Copula model depicts a diversified
investment portfolio, simulates the random distribution of
financial assets by the Monte Carlo method combined with
rolling time window method, the future of venture capital
portfolios to-sample empirical results show that dynamic
prediction. Copula-GJR-Skewt model to predict the risk of
asset returns can achieve satisfactory results. In the VaR
forecasting performance to GJR-Skewt model as the edge of
the distribution function, even if there is a system error, but
also to obtain optimal predictions. Preset residuals obey
biased distribution of students, the prediction is better than
normal VaR and traditional Garch-Guassian model
predictive capability is the worst.
Index Terms—Portfolio Risk; Prediction; Copula-GJR-
Skewt; System

I. INTRODUCTION

It is expected that authors will submit carefully written
and proofread material. Careful checking for spelling and
grammatical errors should be performed.

For diversified investment portfolio risk prediction,
using thick tail GJR-Skewt model depicts a single asset,
biased characteristics, as well as non-linear correlation
structure Copula model depicts a diversified investment
portfolio, simulate the random distribution of financial
assets by the Monte Carlo method, combined with rolling
time window method, the future of venture capital
portfolios to-sample empirical results show that dynamic
prediction, Copula-GJR-Skewt model to predict the risk
of asset returns can achieve satisfactory results. In the
VaR forecasting performance to GJR-Skewt model as the
edge of the distribution function, even if there is a system
error, but also to obtain optimal predictions; preset
residuals obey biased distribution of students, the
prediction is better than normal VaR; traditional Garch-
Guassian model predictive capability worst [1-2].

According to Markowitz's mean-variance efficient
frontier portfolio theory, investors should hold a
diversified investment co. If the portfolio of industry
concentration is high, weakening the ability to reduce risk.
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING found that there was a
significant negative relationship between industry
concentration and Fund Performance Fund's investment
portfolio. Characteristics of different industries,
correlation between different sectors, investors should
rational allocation of sectors, lower or higher risk

portfolio which industries? At different stages in the stock
market cycle, lower portfolio risk, or if a higher relative
relationship will change, that if you want to replace the
industry portfolio investors? This is of great concern to
investors.

Easy to describe the characteristics of an industry, but
the relationship between the industry and the distribution
of non-industry due to the nonlinear yield normality, so a
linear model or multivariate normal distribution model
does not work, use more academic research Copula
model. Han Xuelian relationship with Gumbel-Copula
Function of Public Utilities Index and Industrial Index,
draw a strong correlation between the two indices during
the bull market to bear market correlation conclusion, a
combination of both valid [3]. Liu Qiongfang
Underperformance using the two-parameter fit Copula
stock returns related to real estate and finance industry
structure, and found two industries when tail dependence
is higher than the active during the market downturn [4],
it is not by reducing the risk of their portfolio. Chen
Yinzhong, inter ECHNOLOGY Shenzhen Industry tail
correlation analysis in Clayton-Copula and Gumbel-
Copula function, the results show that in addition to the
service sector, have a significant correlation between
asymmetric tails of other industries [5].

With the development of Copula theory, dynamic
Copula model is presented and reflected a strong
advantage. A. Dias Copula function in conjunction with
the GARCH time series data fitting, the model results are
more accurate measure. Luo Fu Yan, when Deng
Guangming estimated using varying Copula Shanghai,
Shenzhen index portfolio VaR, a better [6].

From the above analysis, the current research portfolio
sector allocation of risk or to focus on a few industries, or
remain at the level of static analysis. In order to provide
investors with more investment reference, we further
expand on the basis of previous studies, in order to cover
over the whole of Shenzhen industry sector index (13
categories A total of nine categories of 22 industries) for
the study, with time variable Copula-GJR-Skewt model
captures the nonlinear relationship between dynamic
industry, dynamic computing portfolio value at risk VaR,
stock market analysis at different stages of the cycle,
changes in portfolio risk of a variety of industries. In
order to make the model fit best effect, and with the
results of the static Copula model comparison, the paper
in the choice of Copula function, also studied in three
time-varying function and six static Copula Copula
function [7-9].
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II. COPULA THEORY

Copula function to decompose the joint distribution of
the variables is clearly structured in two parts, namely the
variables related to the structure of their edges between
distribution and describe the relationship between
variables. According to Sklar theorem continuous
distribution of binary variables X, Y joint distribution
function H, the edge of the variable distribution of F (x)
and G (y), there is always a condition of Copula C,
satisfy:

H(x, y) = C (F(x), G(y)) (1)
Normality Copula and t-Copula belongs Elliptical

Copula, which is characterized by the distribution
function of radial symmetry. Gumbel, Clayton and Frank
are Archimedean Copula, which Gumbel-Copula and
Clayton-Copula asymmetric, the former on the tail
correlation sensitive, which is sensitive to the lower tail
correlation. Frank Copula can describe the negative
correlation between variables. Joe Patton at the JC
Copula function based on the improvement is proposed
for the upper and lower end are sensitive and symmetrical
SJC Copula. Correlation between financial market will
change with changes in the external environment, and
therefore become Copula and variable structure Copula
when Patton also proposed. In the time-varying Copula
model, it is assumed to obey the dynamic evolution
equation parameters related to time, according to
correspondence between the parameters and the

correlation coefficient, the dynamic evolution equation
parameters established by the evolution of the correlation
over time [10].

Varying normality Copula correlation coefficient ρ
change its relationship with the parameters as follows:
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Logistic transformation is modified, it makes ρt
maintained in the range (-1, 1).

T-Copula of time-varying correlation coefficient ρt and
freedom when kt change their upper and lower tail
correlation τU, τL relationship:
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III. COPULA-GJR-SKEWED MEASURE VAR MODEL
APPROACH

In mathematical expressions VaR VaR is VaRα = inf
{l ∈ R:P (L> l) (1- α )}, where, α ∈ (0,1) is the
confidence level, l is the minimum VaR portfolio value

that meets the future holds for the probability of more
than l period not to exceed the actual loss L (1- α). VaR is
a good way to measure portfolio risk, it's estimated that
there are historical simulation methods, analysis and
Monte Carlo simulation method. Rosen-berg and
Schuermann use Copula theory of market risk, credit risk
and operational VaR aggregation risk. Ye May Copula
method using high-frequency dependence structure
analysis yields rising losing streak and estimate VaR [11].

Copula model with portfolio risk measure VaR is the
key to accurately characterize the distribution and use of
the right edge of the Copula function. Firstly, determine
the marginal distribution of the industry index returns,
and then choose the best time-varying and static Copula
function calculates all industry index pairwise
combinations of dynamic and static final value at risk
VaR using a Monte Carlo simulation.
A.Determine of the Marginal Distribution

Financial time series usually present autocorrelation
and conditional heteroskedasticity and showed a fat tail,
volatility clustering and leverage. Varying variance
describing AR (1) -GARCH (1, 1) model can capture and
conditional heteroskedasticity autocorrelation time series,
depicts the characteristics of volatility clustering, but the
leverage is not well reflected. Further introduction of
leverage can capture GJR establish AR (1) -GJR (1, 1)
model. GJR of γ measures the leverage effect, when γ= 0,
GJR model degenerates into a GARCH model. Assuming
the normalized residuals obey Skewt biased distribution,
for obedience AR (1) -GJR (1, 1) model yields [12].

Financial time series usually present autocorrelation
and conditional heteroskedasticity and showed a fat tail,
volatility clustering and leverage. Varying variance
describing AR (1) -GARCH (1, 1) model can capture and
conditional heteroskedasticity autocorrelation time series,
depicts the characteristics of volatility clustering, but the
leverage is not well reflected. Further introduction of
leverage can capture GJR establish AR (1)-GJR (1, 1)
model. GJR of γ measures the leverage effect, when γ = 0,
GJR model degenerates into a GARCH model. Residuals
obey biased assumptions of Skewt normalized
distribution, for obedience AR (1)-GJR yield (1, 1) model
ri, t, are:
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Where rt is the logarithm yields the i-th industry index
at time t, εi, t is the residual term, ω> 0, α> 0, β <0, and α
+ β <1, I (ei, t -1 <0) as an indicator function. Skewt
density function is [13]:
B. Determine and Estimate on the Parameters of
Copula Function

This paper selection becomes normality Copula, t-
Copula time-varying and time-varying function of three
SJC-Copula model fitting to choose the optimal dynamic
Copula functions. In order to compare and static Copula,
and also use a normal, t, Gumbel, Clayton, Frank and SJC
six kinds of static Copula function fitting. Based on AIC,
BIC and log-likelihood (LL) index, this paper selects the
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optimal dynamic Copula functions.
Copula model combines the characteristics of a phase,

we use a two-stage maximum likelihood method (IFM) to
estimate the model parameters. First get the edge
distribution function parameter estimation:

1 1
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Then substitute into the Copula function to obtain the
estimated value of α:
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C Calculate VaR by Monte Carlo Simulation Method
Copula model parameters obtained after estimation,

you can use the Monte Carlo simulation to generate
random numbers in line with the given parameters
Copula function to simulate actual industry index returns
(assuming the holding period is one day), a combination
of computing VaR assets. Monte Carlo simulation is
repeated by a random process, making the estimated
value converges to the true value. Step portfolio VaR
calculation is as follows:

Step 1: generate pseudo random numbers (u, v) in
accordance with the best Copula function, which is to
produce two separate (0,1) uniformly distributed random
number u and t:

)(1 tCV U
 (10)
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Where, (u, v) shall meet the best Copula function C (u,
v) of a random number;

Step2: Anti solved
)(),( 11 vGRuFR yx

  (9)
Where X and Y denote the simulation yields two

industry index, based on both the right weight ω1 and ω2,
find the combination yields R = ω1Rx + ω2Ry;

Step 3: Repeat N times to get experience in the
distribution of the portfolio of future earnings, the
calculation for a given confidence level 1- α quantile
under obtains portfolio VaR.

IV. EMPIRICAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A Descriptive Statistical Time Series of Return on
Assets

This paper selects Chinese CSI 300 Index (HS300), US
S & P index (SP500), Japan's Nikkei 225 (NKY), the UK
FTSE 100 index (FTSE) the closing index build an
international portfolio, examine the combination yields
the risk of data selected time period April 1, 2005 to April
1, 2013, taking into account different national stock
trading day of sync or holidays and other reasons,
excluding trading day non-overlapping data, obtained
after processing 7064 data that 1766 group

synchronization data. data sources for great wisdom
database model to predict the effect of comparison, the
1766 data set into groups within the 1200 samples and
566-sample data set of sample data as foreign portfolio
VaR prediction test samples.

First, the closing index of the number of treatment,
based on the closing price of Pt for t day, the daily rate of
return rt = 100 xHPt/Pt-i)-yields the treated data
descriptive statistics are shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Descriptive statistics of yields

average

Standard
deviation

Skew
ness

K
urtosis

J-B

LM
(2)

FTS
E

0.049
1

1.18
38

-
0.15
66

4.97
24

145.4203*
**

0.1529[0.000
]

HS3
00

-
0.004
3

1.64
39

-
0.17
01

4.98
25

147.5074*
**

0.1527[0.000
]

NKY 0.036
9

1.40
56

-
0.54
34

8.12
07

999.0427*
**

-
0.0695[0.062
3]

SP50
0

0.073
4

1.25
74

-
0.25
04

6.44
29

441.2983*
**

0.3119[00.00
00]

From Table 1, the four sets of data were shown left side
form (skewness coefficient is less than 0), and were more
than the normal distribution kurtosis kurtosis 3, indicating
that data exists obvious "fat tail" feature; JB statistic four
sets of data show declined at 1% significance level of
normal; visible, there is a significant "Rush fat tail"
features comprehensive data .Arch effect on the test
results to prove except LM NKY at 10% significance
level denial does not exist ARCH effect null hypothesis,
the other three sets of data are in the 1% significance
level there is no ARCH effects reject the null hypothesis,
so using Garch class model is reasonable.
B. AR-GJR-Skewt Model Parameter Estimation
Results

By formula (1) to (3) constructed AR-GJR-Skewt
model, using maximum likelihood estimation method to
estimate the parameters of the results obtained are shown
in Table 2.

Table 2 AR-GJR-Skewt Model Estimation Results
Estimated
parameters FTSE HS300 NKY SP500

α 0.0286 0.1342 0.0309 0.0121
ω 0.019 0.0305 0.0435 0.0107
α -0.006 0.0522 0.0264 -0.0431
β 0.9027 0.9415 0.8907 0.9451
γ 0.1901 0.0056 0.1279 0.183
υ 9.2521 5.2578 10.0433 5.1446
λ -0.1031 -0.1083 0.0374 -0.1473

L-BQ(5)
Statistics 9.9085 9.8219 4.7678 4.1249

L-BQ(5)
Probability

value
0.0779 0.0804 0.4449 0.5316

K-SStatistics 0.0194 0.0184 0.0319 0.0301
K-S Probability

value 0.7493 0.803 0.171 0.221

Seen from Table 2, p coefficient four sets of data were
above 0.89, indicating that there are significant
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fluctuations in the data aggregation; 7 coefficient four
sets of data are not zero, confirming the existence of the
data are leveraged .L-BQ (5) statistics and P values
indicate that the residuals of the standard sequence of
each set of sequences by GJR-skwet model fit after
autocorrelation test, at 10% significance level, each
sequence since there is no correlation, it is considered
conversion after the sequence is independent; KS
statistics and probability values indicate, for each set of
data to make the probability integral transformation of the
original sequence after sequence obtained at 1%
significance level the null hypothesis should be accepted
sequence of obedience "after change (0,1) uniform
distribution"; Summing think through AR-GJR-Skewt
model fit the data to meet the modeling requirements of
each group Copula model.
C. Dynamic VaR-sample Prediction

In calculating portfolio VaR, such as paper, we
consider the right of the four asset heavy case that
formula (11) is called = 0.25 according to the portfolio
VaR of 1.3 Monte Carlo simulation method to predict the
future 566 rolling time window method day VaR trend.

First calculate the portfolio to meet the diverse T-
Copula function rank correlation coefficient matrix. The
sample is fixed at an estimated 1200 days, followed with
the first 1200 days before t based on historical data,
calculated Copula parameter and then calculate the
correlation coefficient matrix, where t = (1201, …, 1766),
received a total of 566 groups of varying correlation
matrix. Due to limited space, choose the first group and
the second group of 566 rank correlation coefficient
matrix is shown in Table 3.

Table 3 T-Copula rank correlation coefficient matrix
Index

Group 1 FTSE HS300 NKY SP500

FTSE 1 0.1125 0.2286 0.4505
HS300 0.1125 1 0.1715 0.0667
NKY 0.2286 0.1715 1 0.1235
SP500 0.4505 0.0667 0.1235 1
Index

Group 566 FTSE HS300 NKY SP500

FTSE 1 0.0968 0.2389 0.4164
HS300 0.0968 1 0.1584 0.0653
NKY 0.2389 0.1584 1 0.109
SP500 0.4164 0.0653 0.109 1
When calculated according to varying rank correlation

coefficient matrix, using a Monte Carlo simulation
randomly distributed into four groups of data. On the first
day of forecast scenarios were simulated 40,000 times
(each data 10,000 times), to get the first day 10,000 times
may be distributed, and then calculated separately in
accordance with section 1-3 of the calculation procedure
to obtain a given level of confidence Dir day VaR
predictive value, empathy was second and third in total
566 days of the VaR forecast. That is, for each given
confidence level VaR value, for a total of
40000*566=22640000 times scenario simulation
calculations.

Where the actual yield from the portfolio 566-sample
set of actual yields according to equation (11) is
calculated from Figure 1 shows the predicted VaR

volatility generally fluctuate in line with the real rate of
return, at the same time, the higher the confidence level is
calculated VaR out bigger, larger VaR forecast indicates
that fewer failures. Therefore, the actual application of
choice depends on the confidence level of investment risk
aversion or regulators, the higher the chosen confidence
level of risk aversion the lower degree.
D. Kupiec LR Test of Model Predict

To obtain a more rigorous model predicted effect on
the predicted VaR Kupiec LR more rigorous statistical
tests, given Kupiec statistical failures and the failure rate
of P values .P larger value indicates that VaR calculated
under the assumption that the model the higher accuracy
rate. If the examination of the actual number of failures
too, said the model may overestimate risk, and vice versa,
said the model may underestimate the risk, too much or
too little of a corresponding number of failures will come
to a low p-value.

Also, because the marginal distribution of the preset
for VaR measure has important implications for a
comparative study, the paper considered ordinary Garch
selected class function Garch-Guassian, can portray the
leverage effect of Garch class functions and can portray
GJR-Guassian asymmetric distribution the GARCH-
Skewt model as the marginal distribution model predicts
VaR1 again predicted VaR actual number of failures in
Table 4, P value Kupiec LR test results are shown in
Table 5.

Table 4 VaR forecast Kupic T-copula function under different
marginal distribution of test failures

model

99.5% 99% 97.5% 95%

expected

fact

expected

fact

expected

fact

expected

fact

GJR-
Skewt 2.8 3 5.7 5 14.2 16 28.3 36

GARCH-
Skewt 2.8 5 5.7 7 14.2 21 28.3 40

GJR-
Guassian 2.8 1 5.7 1 14.2 1 28.3 2

GarchGuassi
an 2.8 0 5.7 0 14.2 4 28.3 5

Table 5 VaR forecast Kupic test P values for different marginal
distributions under T-copula function

model 99.5% 99% 97.5% 95%
P P P P

GJR-Skewt 0.9201 0.7761 0.6255 0.1534
GARCH-

Skewt 0.2435 0.5851 0.085 0.0332

GJR-Guassian 0.208 0.0152 3.90E-06 4.76E-11
Garch-

Guassian 0.0172 0.0007 0.0013 3.78E-08

Secondly, under the assumption that the distribution of
residuals obey Skewt, GJR and Garch VaR model
predictive ability are superior model residuals obey
normal distribution assumption, indicating that Skewt
distribution assets to effectively portray the sequence of
the fat tail of financial and asymmetrical features, and
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then get better VaR prediction.
Again, Garch-Gaussian model predicted VaR and

expected number of failures is too small compared to the
number of failures, indicating a greater degree of risk
deviate from this model and the actual market, there is a
tendency to underestimate the risks.

Finally, in the discrimination of a large number of
classification confidence level lower (95%, 97.5%, 99%),
P values substantially higher confidence level of the test
results obtained, the better the trend exists. The reason is
that the higher the confidence level , the smaller the
probability of occurrence of the corresponding event, the
less the expected number of failures, the more difficult to
find the system deviation Thus, some regulators tend to
choose a lower confidence level (e.g. 95%), so that a
sufficient number of observed failures to reduce
systematic bias. the empirical results of this paper show,
GJR-Skewt model at the 95% confidence level, the
Kupiec test result is still significantly better than the other
three groups of models, indicating GJR-Skewt model
even in the case of large systematic bias remains
superiority.

V．CONCLUSION

This paper selected China, USA, Japan, the United
Kingdom's as the most representative stock index to build
an international portfolio, used Copula-GJR-Skewt model
to depict a typical single asset fact (Stylized Fact) and the
correlation between the portfolio. Use Monto Carlo
method and rolling time window method to predict the
dynamic portfolio VaR and strict Kupiec LR test.
Meanwhile, the paper also use the above method
compares the effect of several other volatility model for
dynamic VaR forecasts.

Positive results can be seen: for the United States,
Japan, Britain and the four countries most representative
stock index, the yield sequences with significant volatility
clustering, fat tail and biased sex characteristics; GJR-
Skewt model can fit the sample these features stock index
in the VaR sample predictive ability of international
portfolio outstanding performance, superior to other
groups of comparison model; the residuals follow a
normal distribution assumption, the model can portray
GJR leverage and exhibit no obvious advantages the
ability to predict the general Garch VaR model, which
shows the full description of the conditions and benefits
of fat tail biased characteristics of the VaR prediction
accuracy has a more significant impact, therefore, be able
to describe the condition of earnings and biased fat tail
characteristics GARCH-Skewt model would be a
relatively good model; Garch-Guassian model predicted
VaR and expected number of failures is too small
compared to the number of failures, indicating a greater
degree of risk deviate from this model and the actual
market, there is a tendency to underestimate the risks. it
also gives regulators and investors with a useful reference.

It should also be seen that the correlation between the
portfolio of complex, distributed to more diverse between
related assets to be further verification, which is the next
problem to be solved.
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Analysis the Affection of Interaction in Teaching
of Experiment

Zhu ke
Department of Educational Technology, Henan Normal University, Xinxiang, China

Abstract—In this paper , we take the experiment of using
different interaction rate as single factor experiment , we get
the equation of the interaction makes an effort to score by
using the quadratic polynomial regression , which not only
quantificational describe the affection of the interaction
makes an effort to score but also getting the best degree of
every interaction . Finally, our results fit the experiment
data perfectly, and the model we constructed doesn’t
depend on any special conditions.

Index Terms— Data Mining, Experiment Teaching,
Interaction

I. INTRODUCTION

Over recent years, there has been a considerable
growth of the size of data over the World .The data
mining technology has become thoroughly entirely
integrated in the too many field now [1]. The technology
plays an important role in almost every aspect of human
life such as industry, commerce, security domain.
Learning analysis has appeared 5 years or more, but it has
not given us too much surprise, what is the major
challenge of the field learning analysis?

From an abstract point of view, a significant part of the
activities that take place in any learning experience are
interactions. Students interact with numerous resources
(documents, forums, chats, specific tools), with the
instructors, among themselves, etc. [2].

Interaction is identified as a crucial component of the
learning process. Anderson and Garrison first categorized
the different modes of interactions that can take place in a
distance learning environment with two observations:
deep and meaningful learning is supported if one of these
forms of interactions is at its high level; and high levels
of more than one of these modes will likely increase the
quality of the experience although at a significantly
higher cost [3]. Thus, following the equivalency
statement we may assume that a successful learning
experience has a high level of interaction in one of its
aspects [4].

A. Analysis problem
From the principle and experience of score to see, we

can generally use multivariate polynomial regression
model to describe and analysis the relationship between
the output and the interaction rate, especially, when we
discuss the general affect for output of K, G, C, in
experiment and the other influencing factors that

knowledge, gender, cognitive load, and so on are in the
equal level, we can use the ternary quadratic polynomial
to construct the regression model:

E(W)=b0+bNN+bPP+bKK+bNNN2+bPPP2+bKKK2
+bNPNP+bNKNK+bPKPK (1)

Where W is output; K is the frequency of K; G is the
frequency of G; C is the frequency of C; every b are the
fraction, during (1), the last three parts are the cross terms
of variable parameters, which apart reflect the cross
effects of two different interactions [5].

In the design of experiment of this problem, when
experiment uses different frequency of one of one
interaction, keeping the other two interactions on the
level of t, the method is called factor rotation method.
n0,p0,k0 are the frequency which is the level of t of
K,G,C, we move the origin of coordinates to the point of
(n0,p0,k0)and then carrying out coordinates
transformation for model (1), the equation of the model
doesn’t change.

In the new coordinate system, all the experiment point
are on the coordinate axis, namely, every experiment
point has two zero coordinates at least, so all the cross
terms are disappearing, accordingly, when estimating the
form equation for regression coefficient, all the
coefficient of bNp, bNk, bpk ,are 0, so, we can’t estimate
the regression coefficient bNp, bNk, bpK through the
experiment results.

As we use the experiment method, so we can’t use the
interaction effect [6]. As we can ignore the cross terms,
so, model (1) becomes the apart model for three variable.
If we see the ten experiments which every interaction has
different frequency as a group of single factor experiment,
thus, we can use regression model the which is
constructed by three quadratic polynomial instead of the
model(1) to simplify the problem.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Assumptions
The experiment is carried out in the same and formal

conditions, output changes as the length of interaction
rate changes, so, there are some regulations between the
output and interaction rate.

Curriculum has some K, G, C, in itself; so, it can make
the score grow up without artificial interaction.

Every experiment is independent and there is no
attachment with each other, we see the variable of K, G,
C, without deviation.
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B. Signal define
W: the output of score
X: interaction rate
K,G,C: the frequency of K,G,C
Tw: the value of score
Tx: the value of interaction
TN, TP, TK: the value of the interaction of K,G,C

C. Analysis problem
According to the experiment results, we write the

unitary interaction domino equation and domino curve
which reflect the relationship between interaction rate and
output, using quadratic polynomial regression, we can get:

The domino equation of N to interaction between
student and student:

W=14.74+0.197N-0.0034N2 (2)
The domino equation of N to education:
W=10.23+0.101N-0.00024N2 (3)
The domino curve of N (see figure 1 and figure2 ):

Figure 1. The domino curve of N to interaction
between teacher and student

Figure 2. The domino curve of N to interaction
between student and student

The domino equation of P to interaction between
student and student:

W=32.9262+0.0718590P-0.00013783P2 (4)
The domino equation of P to education:
W=6.87566+0.0605913P-5.4527810-5P2 (5)
The domino curve of P (see figure 3 and figure 4):

Figure 3. The domino curve of N to interaction
between teacher and student

Figure 4. The domino curve of N to interaction
between student and student

The domino equation of K to interaction between
student and student:

W=24.4144+0.0749752K-6.99534*10-5K2 (6)
The domino equation of K to education:
W=16.2396+0.00511548K-7.18972*10-7K2 (7)
The domino curve of K (see figure 5 and figure 6):

Figure 5. The domino curve of N to interaction
between teacher and student
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Figure6. The domino curve of N to interaction between
student and student

III. RESULT ANALYSIS

The model quantificational reflects the relationship
between interaction rate and output, from the domino
curve to see, superfluous N will make the score’s output
reduce , when the frequency of P overcome the fixed
limit ,it makes little affect, K has the similarity properties
to P.

To calculate the best frequency of every interaction,
we use the following equation:




T

T

dx

d x

In this time, when putting 1ton interaction, we get the
best income.

Supposing the value of interaction are Tn, Tp, Tk, and
used (2) we can get:




T

T

dN

d n 00068.0197.0

used(3),we can get:




T

T

dN

d n 00048.0101.0

So, we can get the best frequency of N to interaction
between student and student.

Through (4) (5), we can get the best frequency of P to
interaction between student and student, and interaction
between student and teacher, and through the domino
equation of interaction between student and teacher to K,
we know, interaction between student and teacher need
little K, even without K.

Ⅳ. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER EXPLANATIONS

From the domino curve of every interaction ,we can
know ,the model results fit experiment data very well,
which shows the model is reasonable and has higher
practical value , the model not only quantificational
describe the effort of every interaction to score, but also
we get the best frequency of every interaction , the model
constructed depends nothing specially conditions and has
widely applying ,because ,the experiment itself decide
that we can’t estimate the cross effect of interaction,
thus ,we can’t calculate the best frequency of interaction,
but to popularize the model, what we should do is only to
improve the experiment equation .
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The Allocation of Wheelchair at Airports
Problem

Zhang jin
Department of Educational Technology, Henan Normal University, Xinxiang, China

Abstract—Epsilon Airlines faced the allocation of wheelchair
problem. To minimize the cost of providing wheelchair
assistance to its passengers, we analysis the trade-off
between explicit costs (chairs and personnel) and implicit
costs (losses in market share). Then, we develop Multi-
Concourse Airport Model to simulate the interactions
between escorts, wheelchairs, and passengers. In addition,
the Airline Competition Model uses game-theoretic in
seeking the maximum profits and configuration scheme
based on the least cost airlines. To put these models into
reality, we incorporate extensive demographic date and run
a case study on 2005 Southwest Airlines flight data from
Midland TX, Columbus OH, St. Louis MO.

Index Terms—optimization algorithm, carrying capacity,
airport problem

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Problem statement
In practice, the airline company are equipped with air

wheelchair in order to meet the transmit needs of the
elderly, the disabled and the patient [1]. This is the
international practice. The airline is responsible for
providing the daily management and service, rather than
the airport. When passengers are in need, they can apply
for the airline company in advance; they will be served
after handling the relevant formalities.

There are three approaches for wheelchair using
application:

a. Applying via the Internet.
b. Booking application made by telephone to the

airline.
c. Or applying when reserving or ordering tickets.
After receiving passengers’ application, the airline

company will provide service according to their actual
demands, allocating and arranging specific seats.
Advance reservation request can be met, and in the
interior of the airport services are free [2]. Of course,
under special circumstances, subject to the given
constrains, such as the number of wheelchairs and the
attendant of the airport is limited, it may not guarantee
the service in time, even cause passengers’ flight delay[3].
We study the procedures used by airlines to shuttle
passengers from arriving flight to connecting flight. With
an aging population, more passengers need help. For
boarding procedure, based on the above discussion, we

establish our two optimization models by the following
steps.

Multi-concourse airport model: This model is based on
multiple lounges including 2-50 situations in each
different size of airport gates. We establish a minimum
loss model, mainly by using the proportion of WP in the
total during the decade from 1996 to 2005, as well as
airline personnel and operating costs of accompanying
data such as wheelchairs and so on. In the model, we not
only consider the cost of the airline's wheelchair escort,
but also notice flight delays due to improper management.
The model calculates the effect of multiple airlines flight
delays arising, through stochastic simulation to find the
best airline wheelchair and three different settings
operating strategy approaches, and were on different
strategies to try to do a comparative analysis of the
situation, assuming the operating costs and the effect of
delay damages is as least as possible.

Minimum cost model: This model is the basis of the
full analysis of the actual operation of the airline, the
airline and the cost of providing wheelchair service
entourage to WP generated mainly by the following
aspects: the acquisition cost of a wheelchair, wheelchair
maintenance costs, wheelchair at the airport and
accompanying persons pay storage costs and so on. We
first established a cost model related one single factor,
including the cost of flight delays, WP waiting costs,
service accompanying personnel wheelchair costs and the
benefit model produced by working part time. We seek to
devise a total cost model for solving the problem by
exploring the new direction suggested by their
investigations. The set of wheelchairs, the expenses in an
accompanying shift are all in comprehensive
consideration. Respectively a busy year with mild,
moderate and severe cases busy and busy three periods
calculated the total cost model.

B. Key terminology
 Gate: A location where air passengers board

flights. A given gate can be represented as an
ordered pair, where indexes the concourse and
indexes the gates in a concourse.

 Concourse: A collection of gates. Concourse
contains gates and is represented as vector

 Airport: A collection of concourses, which we
consider as a graph.

 Passenger: A traveler in an airport, associated
with an arriving flight and with a connecting
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flight. We distinguish WPs (wheelchair
passengers) from non-wheelchair passengers.

 Traffic: The mass of passengers in an airport. The
level of traffic affects the number of WPs needing
transport between gates.

 Wheelchair depot: A location where wheelchairs
are stored while not in use. In the strategy, there
is a depot in each concourse

 Escort: An airline employee responsible for
picking up WPs from arrival gates and
transporting them to connecting gates.

 Missed flight: When a passenger arrives more
than 15 min after the connecting flight’s
departure time, the flight leaves without them.

 Strategy: An algorithm for the flow of escorts and
wheelchairs throughout the airport.

II. METHOD

A. Assumptions
The airline has a set policy that a plane will wait up to

*x min for a passenger heading toward the gate. If we

increase
*x ,the delay on account of missing flights will

decreases, however, with the possibility of increasing
delay for passengers waiting aboard planes accompany;

similarly, lowering
*x favors boarded passengers at the

expense of late passengers.
Therefore, it is necessary for the airline to seek an

optimal value for
*x to balance the discomfort of waiting

passengers against the probability that the late passenger
will arrive in time.

Let disutility for small unexpected delays be linear in
time, so if 120 passengers on a plane wait 15 min, the
total utility loss is proportion to the 120=1,800 min of
delay. Also, let the utility loss from missing a flight be

0 mU and set time t=0 to be the flight’s planned
departure time. If a passenger is not at the gate at t=0 but
we know that they are on their way, then we wait up to

*x min for them.
Let L be a random variable for the lateness of our

passenger; the probability of arrival after t=0

is  0|  x*  LLP . This means the late passenger

benefits by mU  0|  x*  LLP , while the others

expect to  *0| xTTE  wait, since they will leave
in at most 15 min.

With
*x chosen optimally, lost utility from waiting

equals benefit to the late passenger. So, when N
passengers are waiting, optimality is achieved when

  .0|0| **  LxLPUxTTNE m

Given our past experience, we assume that
*x =15, so

that


 0|15
150|





LLP
TTENUm

We determine average  0|  x*  LLP and
 *0| xTTE  from our simulation results of an

airport with a large enough supply of escorts and
wheelchairs that every WP is immediately taken to their
connecting flight (Table 4).

In 2000, according to the federal aviation
administration statistics, an average flight delays and $44
for 1 minute, make the cost of a passenger waiting for 1
minute approximately $0.25. Due to the marginal cost of
additional wait 1 minute has nothing to do with the total
delay, so can get

ttc fdfdA 44)( 
, ttc pwpwa 25.0)( 

tt fdfdA )(
says all the flight delay of t fd minutes

and the total delay time. Therefore, the value of total time

is tt fdfdA )(
.From the above definition, we can easily

get the flight delay cost and passengers waiting cost , and
can be expressed as:

 ttT fdfdfd
t
A

fd






Similarly, the total waiting time for passengers

ttT pwpwpw
t
a

pw







1

)(

tc fdD 44
, tc pwW 25.0

The total cost of a flight service escort
All services within the airport flight attendants,

complete with a work need the total cost for the

CWCCC KEWDc  0
The annual total cost airlines
The research is designed at reducing the whole year's

costs as much as possible, apart from airlines daily
operation prime cost. An increased attention has been
paid to this important yet very difficult problem in the
past decade. Airlines seem to adopt different strategies.
Take the past three years for example, every day is 8
hours shift work, as a service escorts every 8 hours a day.
Flight flow is distinctive in different period. Usually the
flight traffic busy degree time period can be divided into
three cases ,and they are classified as mild, severe and
moderate:

Mild busy. From 4 PM to midnight and from midnight
to 8 am the next day two divisions, the two shifts at least
make up 90% of the shipping day of the year has 329
days. Accounting for 60% of the 3 years (1095 days),
both the 657 days. A conservative estimate flight flow in
these time intervals is about half of the total flight.

Heavy busy. Heavy busy period is about 10%, which is
about 110 days in accordance with the eight hour shift
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rule. Relevant data shows that in these days of flight flow
is about 2.5 times the average flow

Moderate busy. That belongs to either the above two
cases period or moderately busy period of time (i.e., the
remaining 328 days). Related data make clear that flight
is about 1.5 times the average flow rate of the flow
recently.

Here, the total cost function takes the airlines for a full
year and annual different time weighted cost. We

represent CCC hml ,,
as mild, moderate and severe

busy period total cost respectively, airlines annual total
cost can be given by

CCCC hmla 110328657 
To take advantage of the airlines minimum cost model,

we designed a dynamic deployment of wheelchair and
escorts algorithm. The whole simulation process can be
divided into six steps, which is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. The whole simulation process
Step 1: Enter the basic data
The algorithm needs to know terminal layout of the

airport and the schedules of the flight WP ride. Terminal
layout includes desk position, the information about the
transit gate location each WP arrives. If terminal have a
two-story lounge, then also need an elevator. Flight
Schedules including arriving flights and connecting flight
information on the time and the corresponding gate and
so on.

Step 2: The main loop
For each time step ⊿ t, we determine WP queues and

the appropriate retention time (minutes), and develop
optimal allocation of accompanying persons.

Step 3: The establishment of the service queue WP
First, consider the possibility of a small part WP

requiring wheelchairs but not booking in advance, which
can be seen the part of the accounting WP who required
in advance as a fixed ratio, where the wish to 5%, in other
words, 5% of the WP no prior booking required
wheelchair and escort service.

The time (minutes) is assigned for each WP (including
advance booking and no prior booking), it is for them to
transfer the flight before the flight take off. According to
the lengths of the minutes to re-arrange the service queue,

giving priority arrangement to the WP who cost
minimum duration, and insert new to WP, and arrange its
services accompanying staff at the same time. This

feature will minimize the total delay time T fd of flight,
in order to reduce the loss of the airline.

Step 4: Optimize distribution service nursing staff
Here, we use Hamming distance | ⊿ x|+| ⊿ y| to

represent the distance between two points, escort service
personnel who is the nearest and also in free is assigned
to the WP ranked in the top ranks of the passengers. After
an escort service escort a WP, before being arranged in an
escort mission, service nursing staff must return to the
information desk in another services first.

Step 5: The movement and update status of service
personnel accompanying

After determining an escort service personnel to each
WP , the escort accompanying staff whose task is not yet
complete will travel to accompany their destination
within each time step ⊿ t’s, each service personnel will
move some distance ⊿ d, which determines a natural
velocity ⊿ d / ⊿ ∆t. Here we may assume ⊿ t = 1
minute, escort service personnel’s velocity is 2.5ft / s,
mainly in view of there may be a number of other
disorders and the affection from waiting passengers in the
terminal, this assumption should be reasonable. Thus⊿d
= 150ft can be obtained.

When the service escort escorts a WP reaching a
turnaround port, the state information of service
accompanying persons will be updated accordingly.
When a service of accompanying persons with
wheelchairs reaches a WP’s entry gate, but due to flight
delays the WP may not arrive, indicating the possibility

of flight delays (probability) with
pd , in fact, according

to the relevant statistics, we can get
pd ≈ 0.29. For the

delayed flight, the length of the delay time obeys
exponential distribution.

Step 6: Output calculation results
Loop simulation until all known WP on flight

schedules are escorted to their connecting flight gate so
far. Once this condition is satisfied, abort the cycle

calculation, then output all the waiting timeT pw of WP.
Due to individual WP does not arrive interchange gate in
time, the number of accompanying personnel services at
time t  (t) increased caused by the total number of totals

flight delays timeT fd .

Ш. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In the model except that considering the airline
wheelchair escort service we also consider that flight
delays caused by unreasonable wheelchair-setting. The
models calculate the effect of flight delays through
multiple airlines actual data statistics. It find out the best
airlines’ wheelchair settings and three different kinds of
operation strategies under the condition of reducing the
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operation cost and delay loss effect as much as
possible .It also has made a comparative analysis to
applicable conditions of different strategies. In addition,
this model is simple, considerable comprehensively and it
notices all sorts of different situations and different
schemes of comparative analysis based on the statistical
analysis of actual data .Also it has advantages of
pertinence, strongly practicability and operability. In the
application of practical problems, it shows its superiority.

In reality, flight is affected by many uncertain factors,
such as weather, air traffic and so on, as well as
emergency incident. We ignore the impact of these
factors in the model to make it simplified. Meanwhile it
also makes effects on the model’s rationality in the
practical application.

With the minimum cost as the main target, although it
considers customers’ waiting time, it is not enough to set
from reality. In fact, the rationality of the data and
scheduling scheme that an airline configures wheelchair
and ho service attendants in an airport or terminal
shouldn't depend on airlines operating minimum cost at
that time, but more should pay attention to how the

passengers' satisfaction. Because it directly affects the
airline service quality and the potential changes in traffic.
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Design and implementation of Fire fighting robot
Yang. Guikao,Liu. Haibo,Zhang Qing

Air Force Logistics College, Xuzhou, China

Abstract—This paper design a fire intelligent robot model,
to the specified region of the rescuefire fighting work. The
fire extinguishing robot based on ATmega16
microcontroller as the core,the use of infrared, optical
sensor for detecting robot external environment, using
pulse width modulation (PWM) method to control the
speed of DC motor, steering through the I/O port to control
the robot to avoid obstacles, find the fire and fan control on
the robot for fire fighting. This system involves the SCM,
automatic control, motor principle and drag, interface
technology, electronic technology and other aspects.

Index Terms—ATmega16SCM;L298;infrared tube

I. THE DESIGN IDEAS AND STANDARDS

The fire-fighting robot using high performance 8 bit
microcontroller ATmega16 low power COMS based on
AVR as the core, to simulate fire candle, randomly
distributed in the site, In the fire area, when the robot
from the starting region starting, advancing in thedrive
DC motor, using the obstacle detection sensor around
obstacles, and in the process of moving the use of probe
fire and control the fan light sensor to detect thefire,
When the robot to the fire area fire fighting edge, region
boundary is detected by a sensor, avoid out of the fire
area, so as to control the robot to look for the source
offire, and so on for the whole fire area, and then return
to the safe area.

II. THE SYSTEM STRUCTURE AND PRINCIPLE

The hardware of this system mainly has the motor
drive module, fire detection module, the software mainly
completes the fire fighting robot program debugging and
downloading functions. Through the ATmega16 single-
chip microcomputer to control the output PWM signal to
control the rotation of the motor, to achieve accurate
control of the robot in the external environment under the
different, for obstacle avoidance, fire extinguishing. The
system structure diagram as shown in figure 1.

Bounda

Fire

Obstacl
Motor drive

Fire extinguishing

ATmega1

6SCM

Figure 1 The system structure diagram

III. THE MAIN HARDWARE CIRCUIT

A. The Motor Drive Circuit
The circuit is ntegrated with internal special chip two

bridge circuit of L298. Its main features are: high
working voltage, maximum working voltage up to
46V;large output current, instantaneous peak current up
to 3A, continuous working current of 2A; high voltage
and large current containing two H bridge full bridge
driver, can be used to drive the DC motor and stepper
motor, relay inductive load; Using standard logic level
control signal; Has two enable control end, without input
signal under the condition of allowed or forbidden device
has a logic input end of the power supply, so that the
internal logic circuit part work under low voltage; Can be
an external sense resistor, will change the amount of
feedback to the controlcircuit. The four transistor is
divided into two groups, alternating turn-on and turn off.
Schematic diagram shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Schematic diagram

B. Fire detection circuit module
When the receiving tube was found when the fire, its

resistance changes, in the circuit is often reflected in the
change of voltage and then through the LM339 circuit
after shaping can output high level signal is not detected,
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the light source is low, the detected light source: high
level. SCM acquisition to the high or low level signal, to
realize the control of robotextinguishing. Infrared tube
itself to detect the distance between the light source is
not big, but after this modification improved circuit, by
adjusting the circuit diagram of the potentiometer,
detection range can be reached from 5 centimeters to 2
meters.

Ⅳ. SOFTWARE DESIGN

The software of this system with the C language, the
main program to complete the system hardware
initialization, subroutine calls and other functions. The
main program is shown in figure 3.

Start position

Start the robot, obstacle
detetion, the fire started

at the same time.

There are
obstacles in

front?

Around the obstacle

Whether
the detected

fire?

Adjust the angle, fire extinguishing

Turning into the fire area

Reach a safe area

YES
NO

NO

YES

NO

YES

Whether the
detected edge

line?

Figure 3 The flow chart of the main program

V．Conclusion

The practice proved that, this design and stable
operation, good fire extinguishing robot can complete the
task. Through the improvement of old mechanical
structure, combined with the special debugging software
can achieve the desired goal, the system hardware
configuration is reasonable, the control scheme
optimization, the realization of accurate control of the
robot in the external environment under the different, for
obstacle avoidance, fire extinguishing.
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Survey on Solving Large-scale Complex
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Abstract—The optimization problems widely exist in
people's daily life, industrial design, process control and
economic forecasting, involving many areas of industry,
agriculture, communications, transportation, economic and
others.In this paper, we put forward a new multi agent
dynamic differential evolution algorithm to solve large-scale
complex optimization problems through analysing the
existing situation of research on solving large-scale complex
optimization problems

Index Terms—Large-scale complex optimizaion problem;
Mulit-agent; Dynamic differential evolution algortithm

I. INTRODUCTION

The optimization problems widely exist in people's
daily life, industrial design, process control and economic
forecasting, involving many areas of industry, agriculture,
communications, transportation, economic and others [1].
Through optimization, operating efficiency of the system
will be enhanced, all kinds of resources will be
reasonable utilization, the energy consumption will be
reduced, and the economic benefit will be improved
obviously. But with the rapid development of society, the
large-scale complex optimization problems are emerging
in modern daily life and production, such as layout of
sensor in internet of things, spacecraft design, layout of
space pipeline, facilities layout in logistics park, resource
scheduling in cloud computing, train scheduling and
others optimization problems[2-4]. The optimization
problems are always nonlinear, non-differential, multi
peak and valley, non-convex, high complexity, large
scale and high dimension, and the problems will become
more complex with the environment.

It is often difficult for us to obtain satisfactory results,
if we take the traditional optimization method and
engineering experience to solve the large-scale complex
optimization problems, even it is difficult to get effective
solution.

Therefore, the large-scale complex optimization
problems are difficult problems of our research.

II. A CASE OF THE LARGE-SCALE COMPLEX
OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

In recent years, there are many of the domestic and
foreign scholars who have put forward many methods to
solve this lar

III. RESEARCH PROGRESS OF THE LARGE-SCALE
COMPLEX OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

In recent years, there are many of the domestic and
foreign scholars who have put forward many methods to
solve this large-scale complex optimization difficult
problems, such as the Japanese researchers Noman and
Iba proposed the improvement using crossover different
types of differential evolution algorithm [6]; Xingbao Liu
proposed the immune evolutionary algorithm is applied to
the high-dimensional optimization problems [7]; Finland
scholar Matthieu proposed a new parallel differential
evolution algorithm named SOUPDE [8]; Ke Tang et al.
proposed a new differential evolution algorithm named
GaDE [9]; Slovenia scholar Brest et al. put forward a new
algorithm named jDElscop through combining three
kinds of mutation and crossover operator parameter
control strategy with mechanism of a new population
changes [10]; Singapore put forward hybrid differential
evolution algorithm [11]; and so on.

It is not doubt that these methods in solving large-scale
complex optimization problems have achieved effective
results. From the existing solution and the previous
international competition in optimization, it is not
difficult to find that the differential evolution algorithm is
a very competitive method of solving large-scale complex
optimization problems [5].

However, the existing differential evolution algorithms
for solving large-scale complex optimization problems
have the following several problems worthy of further
study:

(1) Local optimum problem. It is necessary to
enhance the global search ability, for the results
of the existing solving methods for the standard
test problem are existing local convergence in
different degree.

(2) The efficiency of solution needs to be improved.
The existing methods consume long time to solve
the large-scale complex optimization problems, it
is need to improve the convergence speed of the
solving method.

(3) The accuracy is not high. From the experimental
effect of the existing methods, the general
accuracy is not high. It is need for us to enhance
the accuracy of the solving method.
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(4) The decomposition mechanism of large-scale
complex optimization problems. How to
reconstruct the solution space of the problem, and
how to design a set of decomposition and
transformation operation mechanism are
important way of reducing the solution space size
and the solving difficulty.

Therefore, the development of novel differential
evolution model, solving itself existing question of the
existing differential evolution algorithm, improving
adaptability of differential evolution algorithm for
solving all kinds of optimization problems, enhancing the
algorithm's search efficiency, and solving more practical
optimization problems in complex high dimension have
important scientific significance and application value.

IV. MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS

Multi-agent system (MAS) originated in distributed
artificial intelligence research in twentieth century 70
years, is a kind of distributed autonomous system
consisting of multiple agents, the system function is
through the agent interaction with each other to achieve
[12]. Because of its autonomy, distributed, collaborative,
parallel, self-organizational characteristics ability,
learning ability and reasoning ability, the MAS has
natural advantages in describing the dynamics complex
systems.

MAS express the structure, function and behavior of
the system characteristics in solving complex system
problems by communication, cooperation, mutual
solution, coordination, scheduling, management and
control between each other agent. It has high efficiency to
solve dynamics complex optimization problems, and it
has very strong robustness and dependability. It has been
widely used, such as military, traffic and manufacturing,
and achieved good results [13].

In recent years, some scholars feed the thought of
multi-agent into evolutionary computation. The
evolutionary algorithm can avoid premature through
distributed multi-agent parallel structure, the
neighborhood structure of the agent can improve
population local exploration ability. Such as Weicai
Zhong et al, put forward the multi-agent evolution
algorithm to improve the solution accuracy through
combining the agent structure with genetic algorithm,
[14-15]; Xiaoping Zeng et al. add the dynamic chain
agent network structure into the genetic algorithm, in
order to reduce the occurrence of premature convergence
because of the suboptimal individual premature obtaining
"apical dominance" [16]; Dakuo He et al add differential
evolution operator into multi-agent evolutionary
algorithm to improve the updating speed of agent and
keep the diversity of population [17]; Yongqing Huang et
al introduce more interactive intelligent into evolutionary
algorithm to improve the global convergence ability of
the algorithm and the local search ability [18]. It is
undoubted that Scholars introduce multi-agent into
evolutionary computation to solve the prematurity, low
precision, low efficiency problem, but most of the
researches are limited to static function optimization,

very little researcher continue to improve the multi-agent
ideas and introduce multi-agent ideas into the
optimization algorithm to solve large scale complex
dynamic optimization.

V. ANALYSIS OF THEORY AND FEASIBILITY

Based on decomposing large scale complex dynamic
optimization problem into a small problem, to research on
large-scale complex optimization problems solution in
each small problem for the solution basis, just as most
human activities involve multiple individuals constitute a
social group, large and complex projects also need more
professional personnel or organization and coordination
to jointly complete.

Each agent in MAS has the ability of self-learning,
characteristics of competition and cooperation between
agents and agents, reacting to the environment and the
agent itself, these characteristics make solving large-scale
complex optimization problems become possible.

Agent sensing characteristic on the environment can
reduce the hardware requirement and improve the
efficiency of solution algorithm. The competitive and
cooperative characteristics between agents and agents can
coordinate the behavior of many agents to ensure the
completion of the whole task collaboration. The self
learning ability characteristics of agent can enhance the
ability of the agent itself to improve intelligence the
body's ability of adapt to the complicated and dynamic
environment.

Differential evolution algorithm is put forward to solve
the inequality problem with the characteristics of simple
algorithm by Storn and Price, which has less control
parameters. Scholars use DE algorithm in solving
complex optimization problem to obtain certain result. It
can be said to have a very good competitive advantage in
solving large-scale complex optimization problems. In
fact, DE algorithm is a kind of evolutionary algorithm
and an intelligent system, the individual is an agent.
We take the individuals of differential evolution

algorithm as agent, which can respond to environment,
participate in the competition and cooperation, and has
self learning ability. We solve large-scale complex
optimization problems through the collaboration between
agents and the environment, the competition between the
agents and the agents,.
Therefore, it is feasible that introducing multi-agent into

differential evolution algorithm to solve large-scale
complex optimization problems.
We will take the following methods to solve large-scale

complex optimization problems.
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Fig.1. Research method

VI. CONCLUSION

To sum up, to research on how to introduce the multi-
agent thought into the differential evolution algorithm to
optimize and improve, how to use multi-agent to enhance
the solving ability of the algorithm; how to improve the
optimization method for large-scale complex
optimization problems, is the practical significance and
value to the solution of real-life large-scale complex
optimization problems.
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Introduction to the Training of Young Teachers’
Teaching Ability

Liu. Haibo,Yang. Guikao Jiang Lin
Training Department, Air Force Logistics College, Xuzhou, China

Abstract—Young teachers are the main parts of teachers
and the potential strength of the school. Young teachers’
level of teaching will directly influence the overall quality of
the teaching in school. So it is important to strengthen the
training of young teachers in teaching ability and make
them go through the transition from students to teachers
smoothly. In the current status of training in teaching
ability, some suggestions are given to the construction of
teachers’ teaching ability system.

Index Terms—young teachers; teaching ability; teaching
level

I. INTRODUCTION

Teaching ability is necessary to complete the teaching
activities and it also directly influence the teaching
quality and efficiency. It is one of the teachers’ quality
which is shown by teaching practice. The teaching ability
of teachers not only affects the teaching efficiency, but
also limits the ability structure of the educated men.
Some scholars think that innovation ability, research
ability and the ability of combining classroom teaching
and scientific research are the characteristics of university
teachers’ teaching ability. Other scholars believe that
teachers’ ability are made up of the ability to master the
basic theory of modern education, information ability as
well as communication and cooperation ability. Young
teachers are the main parts of teachers and the potential
strength of the school. Young teachers’ level of teaching
will directly influence the overall quality of the teaching
in school.

But many teachers in college schools do not graduate
from normal colleges. So do the teachers who teach the
core courses. Take the teachers majoring in mathematics,
foreign language, physics, chemistry and computer in a
certain college school for example (in Table 1). The total
number of teachers in five staff rooms is 71, among
which the number of teachers who are introduced from
normal colleges is 19, taking up only 26.8%. Teachers
graduating from non-normal colleges are not so skilled as
those who are from normal colleges. Most of them do not
receive systematic normal education.

TABLEI. INTRODUCTION OF SOME TEACHERS IN A
CERTAIN COLLEGE

Majors Maths Eng-
lish

Phy-
sics

Chemis-
try

Compu-
ter Total

From
normal
college

8 7 2 2 0 19

Total
number 21 17 7 6 20 71

Propor-
tion(%) 38.1 41.2 28.6 33.3 0 26.8

In order to accelerate the process of young teachers’
growth and shorten the transition period from students to
teachers, special training institutions must be set up and
the training system should also be established which
involves the basic teaching skills training, pre-job
training, professional skills training and further education
training (in Fig.1).

Basic skills
training

Teaching
Institutions

Professional
skills training

Further education
training

Pre-job training

Figure 1 Training system for young teachers

II. PRACTICE

A. Combination Of Theory And Practice
To ensure the continuous improvement of young

teachers’ basic teaching skills, the teaching training
institutions should make plan of the basic teaching skills
every year. At the same time, they should employ the
retired teachers who have rich teaching theory and
enough practice as the full-time training teachers. The
basic training platform for young teachers is built by
various activities.

The contents of basic teaching skills are the basic
teaching skills of classroom teaching, the skills of
controlling the teaching process and the skills of using
multimedia. Among them, the basic teaching skills of
classroom teaching include teaching language skills,
blackboard writing skills, evalutaion skills, changable
skills, presentation skills, questioning skills and so on.
The skills of controlling the teaching process involves
import skills and strengthening skills.
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Young teachers will teach in the future, so rehearsal is
a necessary part. Young teachers should be fully prepared
for their first rehearsal under the guidance of their tutors.
While they are rehearsing, schools will be responsible for
the evaluation according to the rules and make some
records. On the on hand, the evaluation results provide a
reference for young teachers in their future work. On the
other hand, it can be used in the second rehearsal for
comparison and reference.

Specialized prefessional skills training is the distinct
characteristics of personalized training. It is also a
teaching skills training carried out by combining
disciplines, specialties and courses under the guidance of
the training institutions. Every department should make
specific professional skills training plan every year. The
plan is made mainly according to the teaching process so
as to make young teachers be familiar with the related
courses and the contents, focuses as well as the dificulties.
In order to give full play to the function of teachers who
have rich teaching experience and skills, the schools
should select qualified teachers and set up a platform for
young teachers by a variety of forms to let them become
quickly familiar with the course syllabus, textbooks,
teaching tasks and requirements. In this way they can
make better analysis in teaching materials and form a
strong ability of teaching.The tutors should give the
young teachers some guidance about teaching, including
rehearsing, preparing the lessons, learning from others
and participating the experiments. They should also make
comments on the young teachers at the end of each
semester, because each semester, young teachers’
teaching and training contents are different. “Quality”
and “quantity” are two important aspects for young
teachers’ training. In terms of “quantity”, it is required
that all the training should be completed according to the
teaching plan. In tearms of “quality”, the second rehearsal
is needed and then it should be compared with the first
rehearsal to find out if the teaching skills are improving.

B. Combination Of Macro And Micro
Pre-job training is to let the young teachers have a

better understanding towards the characteristics and
requirements of the teaching job, as well as the working
conditions, working environments and working targets,
so that they can be fully prepared for the better
performance in the future.

Dedication is the core of the teachers’ ethics
construction. With the professional spirit, young teachers
will abide by professional ethics and will be ready to
delve into the business. Dedication is also the virtue of
teachers. Young teachers must set up a strong sense of
mission, a sense of responsibility and selfless dedication
for the education career. They should be loyal to the
education career and be kind and helpful to students,

especially caring for students, understanding students and
respecting students.Therefore, the first task of training is
to guide young students to establish correct outlook on
world, life and values, making them realize that teaching
job is a sacred profession and the devotion to education
career is a noble choice. So the pre-job training of young
teachers must pay attention to prefessional moral
education.

C. Training Participation
Enlarging the platform for further training should pay

attention to the combination of internal training and
external training. Establish and improve the education
system with the aim of improving young teachers’
teaching ability. Insist on giving priority to working with
various forms and strengthening practice to achieve a
goal of clear purpose and strong pertinence. Select good
young teachers to study in the well-known universities
and research institutions at home and abroad. Participate
in academic lectures and academic conferences. To fully
arouse the enthusiasm of young teachers to attend the
training, schools should formulate measures for the
management of young teachers’ training, provide learning
opportunities, giving training funds and keep related
benefits while young teachers are receiving the training,
so that they can encourage young teachers to particate in
further training.
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Study On Heating System By Using Water-
Source Heat Pump To Recycle Waste Heat In

Power Plants
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Abstract:Based on the water-source heat pump(WSHP)
data monitoring system, the author collected and analysed
the operating data of heat season in 2012-2013.Therefore,it
could have intuitive and comprehensive understanding of
the actual operation of WSHP. Results showed the change
regulation of the system’s COP ,with the supply and return
water temperature from the pump and user. And we can
also learn that the regulation of the exergy is same as the
COP,from the relationship of the Cold and heat source
temperature and the system exergy.
Key words:Water-source heat pump ; The heating system ;
Recovery of waste heat

I. INTRODUCTION

Waste heat is heat energy not being used or discharged
directly. Heat is mainly contained in the gas and
water .It , treated and discharged into the environment,
will cause thermal pollution. And it also can make the
urban heat island effect .With the low efficiency ,the heat
from cooling circulating water of power plant with large
accounts for more than half of the waste heat The power
plant total heat will make ,only one third, into electricity
[1].The other will disperse to the surrounding,
environment ,through the flue gas, cooling water and
other ways .For a long time, it would make negative
effects on the environment. Water source heat pump
cooling circulating water heat recovery technology can
provide heating source for the effective recovery of
power plant waste heat .And it also saves the resources
of coal and reduce emissions of CO2, SO2 and dust .So
we should promote technology of recovery heat pump to
solve the current serious energy and environmental
problems. Under background, the research provides
certain reference for the improvement and development
of waste heat recovery heat pump technology of cooling
water of power plants[2],.

II. RESEARCH OBJECTS AND METHODS

A project overview
This topic comes from the heating project of Tangshan

Iron industrial waste heat .The system is located in the
east of Tangshan City Gangyao Road in Tangshan City ,
to provide heating in winter for Heshun Park,
taoranju,and Gaogezhuang projects. Heating areais
2000000 m2.The project adopts 4 Trane centrifugal type
water source heat pump unit. Unit type: CDHG2250,
nominal cooling / heat: 8790kW/10300kW; nominal
cooling / heat input power: 827.1kW/694.6 kW; heat
pump rated supply and return water temperature is 50
℃/45℃. Circulating cooling water of power plant is
taken by two heat pump units that rated flow rate is
3000t/h, and rated power is 200kW pumped[3] .heat user
side circulating water is taken by two circulating water
pumps that rated flow rate is 3000t/h and the power of
circulating water pump for supplying heat for user
583kW.During the stage of trial operation 2012-2013
year in the stage of trial operation, the heating area is
150000 m2, respectively Heshunyuan and
Dongfanghong districts. And Heshunyuan residential
occupancy rate is 98%.The Donghanghong area
occupancy rate is 37.5%. The heating process only open
a heat pump and a circulating water pump[4].

B The main data monitoring
The main monitoring datas as follows: ① the power

plant cooling water supply / return water temperature
TH、T2, instantaneous flow G1, cumulative flowΣG1,
cumulative heat Σ Q1; ② the heat pump supply and
return water temperature TL、 T2’, instantaneous flow
G2, cumulative flowΣG2, cumulative heatΣQ, the total
energy consumption Σ Nj; ③ the heat pump
instantaneous power Pj, the total energy consumption Σ

Nj; ④ the temperature of the environment T0. The COP
value and the exergy loss rate formulas as follow:

COP=ΣQ2/ΣNj (1)

(2)
(Parameter units: temperature ℃ , instantaneous flow

m3/h, and cumulative flow m3/h, accumulated heat kWh,
instantaneous power kW, total power consumption kWh,
area m2).
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III EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION AND ANALYSIS

Based on the analysis of the working properties , it
helps know the working performance of waste heat
power plant cooling water recycling heating system[6].
Recording parameters of water source heat pump in the
heating period, it can analyze the influence of COP
change and exergy loss。

A the affecting factors of COP
The data source, from 2012 ~ 2013 the first heating

season, have a frequency of about once every 5 Minutes.
Because the user heat load demand is not big, open a
heat pump and a circulating water pump. Because of the
large amount data, figure 1 and Figure 2 are given to test
the period January 11th 9:00 to January 13th 9:00 the
two day[7] . The curve are shown water side and user
side day supply and return water temperature and heat
pump COP respectly.

Figure 1. Source heat pump COP changes with the variation supply
and return water temperature

From the chart ,we can see that the water temperature
will remain basically unchanged, at about 17.2℃ . The
return water temperature changes between 13.1 to 14.8
℃ ; And the user side of the supply water temperature
changes between 39.5 to 41.5 ℃ and return water
temperature is maintained at 35.5 ℃ . Data show that, at
the same time, increasing the user side of the water
temperature is inevitably lead to decreased water side
return water temperature . Both temperatures and heat
load is closely related to the demand of user[8].

As you can see from Figure 1, the power plant
circulating cooling water temperature is relatively stable.
The supply water temperature changes between 23℃ to
30℃ , and the backwater temperature changes between
20 ℃ to 26 ℃ . The COP of heat increases with the
increasing temperature of circulating cooling water of
power plant. And there is certain lag. The heat pump unit
COP was affected by the heat pump significantly. And it
increases with the water inlet of low-temperature heat
source temperature rise.

Figure 2. Source heat pump COP changes with the variation user side
return water temperature

Because the heat pump water temperature is 50℃ , it
can think heat pump water temperature constant. We can
be seen from Figure 2, group COP was affected by the
heat pump water temperature significantly, and if the
pump water temperature increased, the COP will be
decrease .There also is a certain lag[9].

The average of heat pump COP throughout the test
period was 6.35.And the average COPs of the system is
5.31. The mean value of the compression type heat pump
under the same working conditions COP is about 5.So
the heating system with heat pump COP is obviously
higher than the average current compression type heat
pump COP value ,As a result, the heating system of heat
pump is more energy saving[10].

B The influence factors of exergy loss of heat pump
heating system.

According to the relevant principles of the second
law of thermodynamics ,it is proposed that the exergy
loss rate of heating heat pump system energy is a index
to evaluate the heat pump working efficiency[11].

From the Formula, the factors which most effective
compression type heat pump unit exergy loss rate are:
hot user heating temperature, temperature of low
temperature heat source, heat pump performance
parameter COP value. As following analysis of these
influencing factors.

Figure 3. The exergy loss rate of heating changes with the variation
high and low temperature heat source temperature .

It can be seen from Figure 3, the high temperature
heat source temperature (heat pump water temperature)
changes little.It can think the high temperature heat
source temperature keep constant. Low temperature heat
source (temperature of circulating cooling water of
power plant) strongly change. It changes between 25.3
to 28.5℃ . The heating unit exergy loss rate increased
with the temperature of heat pump low-temperature heat
source increase . In the condition of heat pump heat
source temperature remains unchanged , heat pump low-
temperature heat source temperature is high. The heating
unit exergy loss of the heat pump rate is higher, the
thermal economy of the heat pump heat pump heating
system operation is betterand the more favorable[12].
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Figure 4. The exergy loss rate of heating changes with the variation
COP of the pump

It can be seen from Figure 4 that the heating unit
exergy loss rate of heat pump heat pump increases with
COP increasing.When the system operate, reducing the
return water temperature not only can increase the heat
pump cop, but also can make the heating unit exergy loss
rate of increase of heat pump. In the heat pump operation
process , meeting the requirement of the operation of the
unit, temperature differences between supply and return
water should increase[13] .

Ⅳ CONCLUSION

1) Base on water source heat pump heating system,
operating at 2012-2013 year, the first heating season,
data was sampled and analyzed[14]. And there is a more
intuitive understanding of the operation performance of
the heat pump system and the situation of energy
consumption. In the whole heating season, the influence
of heat pump system COP value of water is measured by
the user side of supply and return water system. With the
increase of supply and return water temperature increases,
heat pump COP increases.

2) The unit exergy loss rate of heating heat pump
system as evaluation performance index of
performance .If increase the supply and return water
temperature difference and improve the heat pump COP,
it can effectively reduce the exergy loss of heat pump
and improve the economic effect.
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